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INTEROFFICE MAIL 
L_---.,----~~ ..--r-·ove Feasibility -
Firm For New College Center 
by R. Carlos Stokes Study Committee also con-
The Board of Trustees last Mond~y awarded the fea- eluded that those students who 
sibility study to Uniplan/Loewe Associates of Princeton, got involved in college activities 
New Jersey. tend to be more likely to have a 
lower attrition rate than those 
The study was ca lled for by last of the college concerning this who did not get involved. The 
year's Student Council in an ef- controversial issue. trustees also agreed that a 
fort to supply more information followup study should be made 
Con · th 'bl d The Board of Trustees also cernmg e poss1 e nee , or including longitudinal studies 
lack of d f I accepted the recommendations nee , or a new y that would more or less pin-
renovated St d t c t I of the Academic Policy and Per-u en en er. twas point the specific reasons why 
felt at the t ·m th t ·1 sonnel Committee concerning 1 e a counc1 students drop out of college. It 
member II d several faculty appointments as s as we as stu ents also has to be noted that this is an 
could not 'bl k · well as administrative appoint-possi Y ma e a ongoing study that has to be 
decl·s·1on th • h ments including a new Director on e new center wit - maintained in order to receive 
out th 'is t ' J d u · of Affirmative action Programs. par 1cu ar stu y. ni- accurate information that will be 
plan/Loewe Associates got the The Study Committee on the useful in determining how the 
nod from the Board of Trustees Attriti on and Retention of attrition rate can be lowered. 
after submitting the lowest bid of Students reported on some of The Student and Community Af-
s!x architectural/engineering their preliminary findings. The fairs Committee reported on a 
firms, and one firm specializing findings indicated that the attri- tour they took of the college 
in food service consulting. The tion rate at Kean College for in- center and the newly renovated 
bids ranged from $10,000.00 to coming freshman was about the pub. The highlight of the tour 
$45,000.00. It is estimated that the same as the national level of 35% was a pin-ball match between 
study should be completed in to 40%. It was emphasized that in Trustee Bitterman, Dr. Robert 
about six months. The bill for the no way were these preliminary Evans and Dean of Students Pat 
feasibility study will be paid by findings conclusive; in that all Ippolito that took place in the 
the Board of Trustees. It is hoped the various reasons for a student pub gameroom. Apparently Ip-
that_ ~i!h the completion of the dropping out wer not given polito showed his expertise at • 
feas1b1hty study a final decision specifically. the pin-ball machine b beatin During a meeting with the Indy's reporten last Thunday, Dean of 
can be reached by the students The preliminary findings of the both Bitterman and Evlns. g 
st
uden~s Ippolito recommended the choice of Unlplan-Loewe Auoc. 
,_ as the firm to conduct feasibility study. 
I Th•··-· J 1nd•p•ndenl .,. ...- ..- ••;nth• orint;n, 
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Hawley Waterman says, "If I did not have the proper authority, I rqret 
the decision." 
1,000 ft>otball Tickets o ·onate·d 
lf ~c~rTn_E.~ -tlJ!.f!.logetic 
On Friday, Octobe'l"f,"""+i@.__. Studer.t Organization in these sure o Student rganization 
ecutwe ..f:,oard .of .......... 
council unanimously passed a 
resolution prohibiting anyone 
from dispersing student funds 
without the approval of the 
student organization. The reso-
lution is aimed directly at the 
athletic department, which 
made a donation of 1000 tickets 
to the Union Junior Chamber of 
Commerce. Hawley Waterman, 
Athlet ic Director. had the tickets 
distributed in Elizabeth and 
Union to promote the schools 
football program in the sur-
rounding community. 
Ray Parente, Student Org. 
President stated, " from now on, 
any promotion at our expense 
must first come to the Student 
Organization." Council 's action 
resulted from their concern over 
promotions of the Athletic de-
partment which they felt were 
exorbitant and unnecessary. The 
Council's main gripe is not the 
promotions but the Athletic Dir-
ed, with half the at letic epart-
ments budget coming from the 
Student Organization " the last 
thing I want to do is get into a 
fight with the Student Or-
ganization." 
Parente declared, " I have no 
qualms about Mr. Waterman 's 
intent. I think it would be good 
to promote our football in the 
community. 
" B4t if you are going to do 
something at Students' expense 
we would at least like know-
ledge, if not a chance to 
consent. " 
ecause of t e expenses in-
curred, without Student Org's 
consent. Aside from the ticket 
donation they cited the purchase 
of 500 pens as wasteful. Gus 
Cero, Business Advisor to the 
board, explained that the pens 
were purchased at a cost of 
about $2.10 as an athletic depart-
ment promotion. Garcia com-
menting on Mr. Waterman's 
purchases said, " he thinks he has 
ii blank check. " 
Mr. Waterman declined to 
comment on this, saying only " I 
(Continued on page 16) 
Over 200 Votes Cast 
In Freshman Elections 
by R. Carlos Stokes 
Leadership Conference Set 
The Freshman Class elections 
were held on October 12th in 
SJ.!>an Lounge of the Student 
Center. Some 202 Freshman cast 
their votes for their particular 
candidates making this one of 
the highest voter turnouts for a 
class election in recent years. 
class can be drawn closer 
together." He also stated that the 
Freshman class officers really 
won't be able to plan any activi-
ties until they learn how things 
work on campus. When asked 
about the election itself and the 
large turnout Cichowski stated, 
" the election was very demand-
ing and all the candidates 
worked very hard for support." by Bonnie Gorczyca 
Student Organization will be 
sponsoring the second Leader-
ship Conference on October 27, 
28 and 29, to be held at Thunder 
Mountain located in Stokes 
Forest. This conference is 
designed to facilitate com-
munication between Student 
Org. and its funded groups. 
Tom O 'Donnell, director of 
the Communications Help 
Center along with Rocco 
LaRousso, Jose Quiles, Bob 
Maslo, and Buz Whela:n will be 
co-ordinating the workshops for 
this weekend. Tom O 'Donnell 
said the major componEnts will 
be two : commun ication 
between funded groups and 
student organization and fund-
ing policies. O 'Donnell said 
these were the important issues 
that came out at last year's 
leadership conference. He also 
said that many funding policies 
are complicated and are at times 
used more as power than com-
munication. 
A tentative agenda has been 
set for the weekend . On Friday 
the 27th, after arriving at 
Thunder Mountain, two work-
shops will be conducted. The 
first workshop will be to meet 
the other people on the confer-
ence and to get in touch w ith 
each other. There will also be a 
discussion on what everyone ex-
pects to gain from the leader-
ship experience. The second 
workshop will involve discussion 
of issues, how to determine their 
importance and how to deal with 
them. Saturday will be geared to 
putting people into situations 
they are not familiar with , in-
cluding a survival trip, core 
groups and role reversal. In the· 
role reversal, a person will as-
sume a position that they are not 
familiar with, such as a council 
member vs. a member of a 
funded group or a finance board 
member vs. a member of a 
funded group . Sunday 's 
schedule will be geared to dis-
cussing the implementation of 
the issues. O 'Donnell felt that 
' this was the strongest part of the 
conference. He stated, "There is 
a need to bring the issues back to 
campus where they can be put 
into a workable situation." 
Ray Parente, President of Stu-
dent Organization, although not 
an actual facilitator of the con-
ference, has been sitting in on 
the meetings of the organ iza-
tion and agenda for tfiis year's 
Leadership Conference. He said, 
"the conference is designed to 
generate an understanding 
between Student Org. and its 
(Continued on page 16) 
Mark Cichowski squeaked by 
Armando Diaz for the position of 
Freshman Class President. Ci-
chowski received 76 votes to 
Diaz's 74 votes. 
In the Vice President's race 
Lisa Davis received a whopping 
91 votes to her nearest oppon-
ent Magdie Machado's 67 votes. 
Monique Toler was elected 
Treasurer of the Freshman class 
receiving ~7 votes to her op-
ponent Jose Perez's 75 votes. 
Running unopposed Deidra 
Lawson captured the seat of 
Secretary. She received 82 votes 
from the Class of 1982. 
Cichowski, the newly elected 
President, plans to make himself 
better acquainted with the wor-
kings of Student Organization 
and the executive Board. "I 
would like to be able to plan acti-
vities that every member of the 
Freshman class can enjoy, so the 
Lisa Davis, the newly elected 
Vice President, felt that the cam-
paigning and election itself got 
to be too " political." She would 
also like to help inform the 
Freshman of the workings of 
Student Org., and also make sure 
Freshman get their money's 
worth out of Student Org. 
Jose Perez who lost his bid in 
the Treasurer's race felt that the 
campaigning and election took a 
lot of work on his part and was far 
more difficult than he realiied. 
Valerie Allen, Vice President 
. of Student Organization, stated 
that she was very happy that such 
a large number of Freshman 
showed an interest in running 
for positions, and that so many 
voters felt it necessary to get out 
and support their candidates. 
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~--YETEF?AN AFFAIR ~-----f Bill Collectors Beware On occasions, Campus Police have been requested to prohibit bill collectors who are seeking to 
locate a student from disrupting 
classes in an effort to serve 
"legal" papers. 
someone else: The Law covers 
personal, family, and household 
debts. 
by Joseph Williams to initiate a business venture. For 
such loans, veterans should con-
tact the Small Business Adminis-
.. tration, the Vet Rep pointed out. 
Mr. Driscoll also stated that 
certain home improvements, 
alterations, and repairs can be 
financed through the Loan 
Guarantee program. Also mobile 
home lots, if the veteran already 
owns a mobile home, and re-
financing of existing home loans 
may be covered in the program. 
He continued, there is no 
longer an expiration date on eli-
gibility for the program. And the 
Loan Guarantee can be · used 
more than once if the VA is 
released from liability on the 
previous loan. 
The first step in the VA Loan 
Guarantee program is applica-
tion by the veteran for a certifi-
cate of eligibility from the VA. 
The application, VA form 26-
1880, can be picked up at the 
Kean College OVA, the VROC 
concluded. 
Bill collectors are required to 
follow a new federal law forbid-
ding threats, impersonate Police 
Officers and harassing tele-
phone calls. 
The Federal Trade Commis-
sion is the agency that regulates 
and enforces the regulations em-
phases that the law only applies 
to " third party" collectors, those 
who collect mo_ney owed to 
Some of the forbidden prac-
tices which carry F. T.C. penal-
ties of up to $10,000 are: Sending 
simulated telegrams, Implying 
imminent legal action, Legal ac-
tion, although there is no such 
plan, Threats of violence, 
obscene language, and repeat-
ed phone calls, Calls between 
9:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m., Calls at 
work, if the employer does not 
allow the borrower to receive 
them, and use of false names by 
debf collectors. 
The Veterans Administration 
has guaranteed o r insured 9.1 
million home loans to veterans 
since World War II according to 
Kean College Veterans Ad-
ministration Representative on 
campus . Mike Driscoll. The VA 
Home Loan Guarantee program 
is one of the most often mis-
understood veterans' benefits, 
Mr. Driscoll stated. This benefit is 
designed to assist eligible 
veterans in the purchase of an 
existing house or the building of 
a new home. 
The Vet Rep reminded 
veterans that eligibility require-
ments may vary depending on 
the period of service. Korean era 
vets need at least 90 continuous 
days of active duty, while Viet-
nam era vets need a minimum of 
181 days, Mr. Driscoll sa id. 
A Bilalian Perspective 
He further pointed o ut that 
certain widows, spouses of MIA 
veterans and service personnel 
may also be eligible. In order to 
determine eligibility, veterans 
should check with Mr. Driscoll at 
the Office of Veteran Affairs in 
the Kean building. 
The Loan Guarantee program 
is not a direct loan from the VA, 
Mr. Driscoll continued, it is a 
guarantee to the lending insti-
tution (bank or mortgage com-
pany) by the VA that 60% of a 
home loan to a veteran will be 
covered in the event there 
should be a default. The guaran-
tee is to a maximum of $17,500. 
The VA requires that the lend-
ing institution issue loans to 
veterans in the Guarantee 
program at a reduced interest 
rate. The current rate is 9½% 
Mr. Driscoll further explained. 
1"he \.oan Guarantee program 
can include purchases of a 
home, farm, mobile home, 
condominium unit, or a multi-
family dwelling. However, the 
veteran must utilize the dwelling 
as a primary place of residence. 
The loan Guarantee cannot be 
used to purchase store fronts or 
by Kamau Jackson /mani 
One of the biggest problems 
that we have in the United States 
is that the majority o f Americans 
are unaware t hat w ithin their 
country there are many cultures 
other than their own. Americans 
now include peoples from many 
countries incl ud i ng Cuba, 
Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Japan, 
Ch ina, Africa, the West Indies, 
and the Philliphines. With these 
different people come their rel i-
gions includ ing Hindu ism , 
Buddism, Islam, and Traditional 
religions. They also have their 
own heroes celebrations and fes-
tivals. Many times their lanMuage 
and values are very different 
from that of the West European 
English speaking Judea-Christian 
tradition of America. 
Mainstream American cul-
ture is like Old World European 
thought in which the people saw 
the earth as being the center of 
the universe and the sun and 
other planets revolving around 
it. 
During a period known as the 
Dark Ages anything new or 
foreign was rejected; as a result 
there was no cultural or social 
growth. It was not until Europe 
opened up trade with foreign 
ports and encouraged new ideas 
was there a period of growth 
known as the renaissance. 
Unwanted Hair Permanently Removed 
Aida Litwack 
736-5749 
269 Gregory Ave. By Appointment 
West Orange 
CRYAN'S LOUNGE 
797 Sanford Avenue 
Vailsburg, N.J. 
372-9414 
Thursday~ October 19 
Spice 
• • • 
Friday, October 20 
Black Velvet . 
•• •  
Saturday, October 21 
Black Velvet 
••• 
Sund~y. October 22 
~veryone 
• • • 
Monday, October 23 
Big Screen Football 
••• 
Tuesday, October 24 
Big Edsel 
• • • 




COMING OCTOBER 29 
FABULOUS GREASE BAND 
Kitchen Open Every Day 
From 11 a.m. till midnight 
In a sense America is now in 
that type of situation in terms of 
her cultural values. The values 
and beliefs of middle-class 
America are thought of as being 
"the culture." As a result of this 
narrowness of view many people 
and ideas are being rejected 
because they are different 
physically or embrace their own 
va lues which are different from 
those of mainstream America. 
The cul ture of a few has 
attempted to force itself on the 
many peoples that populate 
America. Bilalians (African-
Americans) are acutely aware of 
this situation. By middle-class 
American standards Bialians are 
Negroes or coloreds, labels 
given to them by Europeans dur-
ing slavery. In spite of the fact 
that Bilalians were forced to 
carry their nJasters' names and 
speak his language"' and even 
adopt his religion, they were 
able to maintain their culture. As 
a slave he learned early that if his 
culture was to survive it would 
have to be hidden within ~om-
patible European patterns. The 
African perspective of life was 
never lost, just disguised. The 
success of the Bilalians conscious 
efforts can be seen today. 
Bilalians are thought. to be cul-
turally deprived, totally lacking 
of any culture of their own. 
If there was a real under-
standing as to what culture is, by 
the majority of Americans, then 
no group of people coul,d be 
labled culturally deprived. 
Culture is the way of life of a 
group of people. Could a group 
of people totally lacking any 
culture produce or,iginal forms 
of music such as Jazz, Gospel, 
Blues, or scores of political an<~. 
religious leaders such as Martin 
Luther King, Malcolm X, or 
Frederick Douglas? These and 
many more spoke out o n a com-
mon theme, human dignity for 
all men. 
In spite of his achievements 
and contributions to American 
society the Bilalian is still looked 
down on by ma i nst rea m 
America . Labels are constantly 
being imposed upon him, his 
way of l ife, and his community. 
Most Americans l ive in com-
mun it ies, the African-Americans 
communities are called " ghet-
tos." His protests for human 
rights are called " riots" and 
" disorders." His language is 
called " non-Standard English." 
Because the society does not 
provide enough <!ecent jobs he 
is called " lazy." Because his 
teachers don't expect much 
from him, they don't bother to 
teach him anything; then they 
call him " illiterate." When he 
succeeds in spite of all of this he 
is called the " exception." 
America has even managed to 
make the " American Indian" a 
foreigner in his own land. The 
very name " indian" was imposed 
on him when Columbus thought 
he had reached the East Indies. 
He has had his land taken from 
him and has been confined to 
" reservations." He was called a 
"savage" when he tried to 
defend his land against the 
European " settlers." He is called 
" primitive" because we don't 
understand his way of life. How 
many· of his holidays or festivals 
do we observel Do we celebrate 
his American heros birthdaysl 
America is made up of many 
people of non-European 
descent as well as those from 
Europe. As long as this type of 
arrogance and insensitivity of 
other groups exists and as long as 
European standards are the only 
We mate culture 
sm ._·. · to · ow. 
All natural, creamy, full of huit 
BREYERS~Real yogurt at its best. 
ones used there can be no truly 
American culture. 
Unless America begins to 
realize and accept the various 
lifestyles of all her people, there 
w ill continue to be much unrest 
and d issent withi n her borders. 
The Vietnam War will attest to 
the growing discontent. M any 
Americans were unwill ing to 
fi ght in a conflict t hey felt was 
unjustif ied. Many of those that 
d id go carried with t hem their 
very narrow views o f o ther 
peoples and cultures. 
The Vietnamese people 
became "Gooks." Atroci t ies 
were committed against them 
that were unheard of in any 
European conflict . 
Ignorance breeds fear and 
becaus·e of this fear and lack of 
knowledge of peoples different 
from himself the ~uropean-
American consistently dealt with 
non-Europeans differently than 
Europeans. During World War II 
no German-Americans were 
thrown into concentration 
camps or had their propeny con-
fiscated as Japanese-Americans 
did. 
All of this is only to show that 
there is a need for a greater 
understanding of other cultures 
if America is to survive as a 
Nation. America is no longer a 
European settlement, but a 
nation composed of various 
peoples from all over the earth. · 
America belongs to all of the 
people within her borders and 
she m~st grow in order to 
become their nation. " A house 
. divided cannot stand. " 
Maldoror 
Kean College's Co-Curricular 
Program Board will present the 
experimental theatre piece, 
" MALDOROR," performed by 
Chicago's Facetis Performance 
Ensemble, on Thursday, October 
19, 1978 at 12:15 p.m., in the Little 
Theatre. Admission is free. The 
seriousness of " MALDOROR's" 
theme makes it unsuitable for 
children. 
MALDOROR takes its title . 
from the book, " Les Chants Du 
Maldoror" by Isidore Ducasse 
(Comte de Lautreamont), and 
early surrealist. Initial impro-
visational investigations by the 
Ensemble, over ,a ten-month 
period, utilized works by Kafka, 
Borges and Dostoevsky as 
sources. MALDOROR, says 
director Dreiske, " is a disturb-
ing examination of our compro-
mised, complacent and ordered 
present. It is a litany of con-
temporary myths which tell the 
stories of our world in the words 
of a tortured collective un-
conscious. It is a probing recall of 
the p ast, a· visionary enactment 
of pr.esent · dreams and fears, a 
revelat ion of broken trust, of 
social disintegrat ion. 
"MALDOROR explores the 
bonds betwee'n vict im and per-
secutor, between action and re-
sponsi bil ity. It speaks of wit-
(Continued on page 3) 
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The Homesteader 
Campus Housing Consumer Clommentary 
This is your "corrosive corre-
spondent," yes I am still around. 
I will not be threatened and I cer-
tainly will not apologize for 
speaking the truth. The pen is far 
mightier than the sword, or even 
legal actions. The Homesteader 
has spoken! . 
In this week's article we will 
not deal with how to get along 
with your roommates, or how to 
put out grease fires, or even how 
to avoid excessive damage costs. 
This particular article will deal 
with power. 
The Residence Halls consist of 
four buildings with two hundred 
and fifty residents each. That is 
one thousand residents! We 
have all these residents at our 
disposal and still we do not 
realize our own strength. 
The power I am talking about 
is of course politic.ii power. With 
a thousand voters or even half 
that amount we could easily sw-
ing Student Organization elec-
tions. Think about it. 
What is it I am trying to get aH 
It's simple. We, as residents, for 
too long have accepted policies 
and decisions that have been 
made that directly affect us. We . 
have no say in making policies or 
even the right to accept or reject 
these policies. I contend that 
since most of these policies 
directly affect us, we should have 
some say in these policies. In no 
way, sh.ipe or form am I stating 
that we should formulate all 
policy concerning the Resi-
dence Halls, but I would like to 
see some procedure wh~re we, 
as residents, can have those 
policies we feel may detract from 
our residency, questioned. You 
may ask, what right do I have to 
ask for a say in accepting Hous-
ing policyl The same right you 
have. We pay $'\034.00 an aca-
demic year to reside in these 
dormitories. I think that in and of 
itself is all the right we need. 
I mentioned before that as a 
very large population at Kean 
College we residents have the 
ability to affect Student Org. 
elections. I think it is high time 
we started to use this strength ef-
fectively to call upon Stud~nt 
Organization to work for us. 
What about the Residence 
Hall Association? The Resi-
dence Hall Association will 
receive $3563.92 from Student 
Pippin 
by Sandy Adzin 
Director Dr. James R. Murphy 
and Musical Director William 
Feldman report that rehearsals 
for Kean's presentation of " Pip-
pin" are running smoothly and 
there is great promise for a very 
successful production. Dr. Mur-
phy had previously feared that 
rehearsals would be hectic and 
lengthy because of the double 
casting of the lead roles. 
Excited about the impressive 
turnout for auditions, which 
numbered over eighty students, 
Dr. Murphy felt that from an 
educational viewpoint, double-
casting six of the lead roles for 
alternate performances became 
very valid. The cast, which the 
director feels is not only strong in 
number but also in talent, should 
undoubtedly be among the best 
to perform on this campus. -
The Kean production of " Pip-
pin" will be presented in the 
Wilkins Theatre of the Perform-
ing Arts on November 10, 11, 16, 
17, and 18 at eight o'clock p .m. 
Tickets are available at the Box 
Office for $3.00 and $4.00 with 
half-price admission for 
students, faculty, and staff, with a 
presentation of a Kean College 
I.D. Season subscriptions are also 
still available. 
Org. this year. This money will 
primarily be used to help plan 
activities for the residents. 
Beyond planning activities the 
Association does not provide any 
kind of political support to help 
better our lot in the Residence 
Halls. In fact, in the past years the 
Residence Hall Association has 
become more or less another 
arm of the Housing Office. How 
can we expect the Association to 
help us (beyond planning social 
activities) to implement needed 
change in the Residence Hallsl 
We simply· cannot depend on 
them. We have to call upon Stu-
dent Organization to help us im-
plement cha('ige. 
I think what is needed from 
Student Organization is a com-
mittee on resident life. This com-
mittee could oversee Housing 
policy before it is implemented. 
It could-also investig.ite ~esident 
grievances against the Housing 
Office and its staff concerning 
maintenance, as well as im-
plementation of current Hous-
ing policy. I think a committee of 
this nature would help improve 
the misunderst.inding and 
Maldoror 
(Continued from page 2) 
nessing, of personal violation, of 
the vortex of lies in which re-
sponsibility is lost. rt reveals the 
individual's yielding to inhu-
manity with the excuse of sur-
From Here. 
I would imagine that one of 
the least important things on 
your mind at this time of the year 
is that your vehicle is weather-
ing the change in seasons 
without any concern for fashion. 
As your mind wanders towards 
upcoming tests, your faithful 
piece of transportation is 
probably unprepared for the 
tests that you are unwillingly go-
ing to put to it. 
Those quick, "Oh, I'm late for 
class" start and take offs in the 
morning, followed by a demand-
ing need for acceleration to 
maintain that time margin you 
find yourself committed to. Alas 
though, you find that not only 
does your engine lack that obe-
dience that you demand of it, it 
has become almost uncon-
trollable. You start your engine, 
roll down the window, choose 
the correct directional com-
mand, and in response, your 
friend decides to play dead. By-
problems that may exist between 
the Housing Office and the resi-
dents themselves. This type of 
committee would also promote 
open communication between 
the residents and the Housing 
staff. We have to put an end to 
the borders that exist between 
residents and the Housing Of-
fice. I think a committee of the 
nature stated above is just the th-
ing needed to dissolve this 
border. 
I really must emphasize the 
point that as residents we have to 
be far more active in supporting 
organizations that exist on this 
campus. How else are we to be 
heard1 
I really would hke to hear your 
feedbacks on this particul.r ar-
tide. 
P.S. If anyone would like to 
comment on this particular ar-
ticle or any of the articles we 
have written, feel free to com-
ment. I can't emphasize the im-
portance of feedback in a 
column of this n.iture. Write 
your comnte.., gripes or ideas 
in c/o The Homesteaider, In the 
Indy offke. 
vival." 
The members of the Ensemble 
performing in MALDOROR are 
Linda Akons, Kevin Allton, Dan 
Harris, Sterling Harris, and Diane 
Lease. Costumes were designed 
by Maxendrus Smith. 
• • 
passing any unnecessary ian-
guage, the only thing that this 
column can offer is that now is 
the time you should listen to this 
abuse before you pass it along to 
your sheet metal. 
You see, this is the time to be 
thlnkin, of winterlzina your_,., 
as in a ew more weeks, every-
body and their sister will be feel-
ing the effects that I have just 
described to you. We are in the 
transgression from those warm 
and sunny days to those cold and 
heartless nights, and the work 
load on mechanics is in what the 
trade describes as a back to 
nature time. 
Outside of repairs, there is lit-
tle to do other than converse on 
anything that crosses one's mind 
.in boredom. Which brings me to 
my next point, that when a me-
chanic has nothing to do all day 
qut winterize somebody's car, it 
becomes nothing more than 
that, somebody's (;ar (redun-
The Townsend Lecture Committee will present Dr. Bruno Bettel-
heim in a lecture on "The Uses of Enchantment," on Wednesday 
evening, October 25, in Downs Hall. 
Dr. Bettelheim, reknowned author and child psychologist, will ex-
plore the meaning and importance of fairy tales as they relate to child 
development. 
"Each fairy tale is a magic mirror which reflects some aspects of our 
inner world, .ind of the steps required by our evolution from Imma-
turity to maturity," he said. 
As an educator and therapist of severely disturbed children, he 
maintains that fairy tales remain the most satisfying and revelatory 
type of children's literature, and In dealing with fantastic events they 
conduct a "moral education" subtler and richer than any other type 
of story. 
Page 3 
Lee Frank, one of the "world's foremost unknown animal lnvesttpton." 
Nessie, Big_foot, et al 
In the cold black depths of the 
Scottish Highlands' most notor-
ious lake, skulks the legendary 
Loch Ness Monster. Although 
most scientists refuse to ac-
knowledge it, Lee Frank claims to 
have conclusive evidence for the 
existence of a breeding herd of 
beasts in Loch Ness - and in 
more than 50 lakes throughout 
the world. · 
Townsend Lectures Commit-
tee will present Mr. Frank on 
Tuesday, October 2-4, at 8:00 p .m. 
in )-100. 
Mr. Frank has been on three 
To There 
dant isn't itl). 
If you take the time now to 
make arrangements for your 
vehicle to be serviced, it is more 
likely that the treatment you 
receive will be a little more indi-
vidualized, although there is no 
ll!l#lrant-. d,at am,:sffll,l8..,,_....., 
done will be exactly as you 
asked. But that is your concern 
since we have already discussed 
choosing a mechanic. My point 
is, that it is important to keep in 
mind that your vehicle feels the 
change in season more than you 
do as it has only you to rely on for 
care, garages excluded. 
If you already have a mechanic 
that is considerate of your 
vehicle's needs, then you can use 
the following information· to 
make the conversation between 
yourself and your mechanic 
seem at least a little interesting. If 
you are a " fly by nighter," than 
(Continued on page 16) 
expeditions searching for the 
Loch Ness Monster, and has 
served as field monitor and chief 
scuba-diver with the group con-
ducting the current research at 
Loch Ness. " Certainly the notion 
of prehistoric animals lurking the 
earth is ridiculous. Yet the idea of 
a shady conspiracy trying to 
dupe people into believing in 
these creatures is even more ridi-
culous. The only comfortable 
way to think is that the evidence 
simply doesn't exist ... but the 
plain fact is - it does," he says. 
Mr. Frank will discuss his own 
encounters with the Loch Ness 
Monster as well as Bigfoot. He 
will also talk about other equally 
controversial creatures he is in-
vestigating at the moment -
from the Abominable Snowman 
to Mermaids to a gargantuan 
bird with a 10-foot wing span 
currently buzzing the South, to 
Sea-Se.,,._n-. ----throu1h May, companies, 1overn• 
ment a1encies, and graduate 
schools will send representatives to 
Kean College cainpus to Interview 
interested seniors, Students should 
contact the Office of Career Plann-
ing and Placement if they wish to 
participate in _this recruitment 
program. 
The following companies will be 
on our campus during October and 
November: October 17, Quality 
Products; October 18, State Farm 
Insurance Company; October 16, 
Korvettes; November 6 and 7, 
Peace Corps; November 8, Equit-
able Life Insurance Company; 
November 14, Rutgers Graduate 
School of Business; November 15, 
Burroughs Corporation. 





The first European settlement in the United States was 
Spanish, some 100 years before the English arrived. 
As an old Chinese proverb reads, "If you cannot bend with 
tne wind, you shall break it." 
"Youse guys stink," a readers response to the Independent 
running an election notice in Spanish. 
Of the peculiar experiences comprising life in the USA, one of 
the most intriguing aspects is American criticism of nationalism 
for the sake of nationalism. We speak of that peculiar form of 
chauvanistic nationalism that sometimes finds Americans in-
tolerant of outsiders - even when those outsiders happen to be 
Americans. 
These outsiders are sometimes immigrants or the native born 
who happen to be a 'non majority' that hopes to retain some 
sense of cultural identity. All too often these people are not only 
given no encouragement for their efforts to enrich the general 
culture, but are actually looked upon with resentment and out-
right ridicule. 
But where, one may explain, but where else other than in 
America do you find small communities of foreigners huddled 
together in their own section of town, reading their own foreign 
language newspapers, speaking their own foreign tongue, 
refusing to learn the ' language of the land?' 
The truth is that the people most gla~ingly guilty of the aboxe 
offenses are Americans living in foreign countries. Not only do 
they refuse to learn the host language, but they in~ist that the 
host country learn theirs! From maps to menues to the man in 
the street, Americans want it all their own way, in English. 
Considering this, we find it amusing that some of our readers 
were offended (yes, really disturbed) at finding a Spanish tran-
slation of an English election notice in last weeks Independent. 
While on the surface this appears to be hypocritical, it is actually 
quite consistent. Consider: If you insist that people speak 
English to you in their own country, doesn 't it make even more 
sense to insist that they speak English to you in America!? ... ? 
Or, if they don't join us, beat em. 
* * * 
Tomorrow, October 20, the Board of Higher Education will 
decide the tuition schedule for the State Colleges, the State Uni-
versity and the College of Medicine arid Dentistry. As in die 
past, the effects 9f this tuition determination will not pass by un-
noticed, the meeting should not pass by unnoticed and 
unattended either. 
This meeting in particular deserves our participation because 
tuition can rise, fall, or remain the same dependent partially on 
the Boards determin.ation. Tuition at the State Colleges curren-
. tly pays for 28% of the .cost of running them. Tuition at Rutgers 
and the College of Medjcine and Dentistry pays for only 21% 
and 19%-of their education ·costs, respectively. The result is that 
the State College students are subsidizing the State University 
·students and the College of Medicine and Dentistry students by 
paying for a larger percentage ·of their educ:ation. 
We feel that this is an unfair situation that the Board should 
. strongly consider . correcting tomorrow by . equalizing the 
. . :· ·percentages. Possibly, if the State's revenue shortfall is not too 









Anyone who lives on campus knows what the Homesteader meant 
in his article. It was not meant to imply that anyone is a criminal. It was 
meant that it is like living in a prison in Rogers Hall. A certain head 
resident there seems to go overboard when he gives inspection or 
when people are a little slow to leave during a fire drill. He also loves 
to take a head count at parties just dying to find a violation. 
The average college dorm student has many things on his mind and 
just does not appreciate any nitpicker making life more miserable. 
His job should be to let people live as they see fit. I can see the mon-
thly inspection but not the white glove treatment. 
Any comparison of Roger Hall to a prison stems from the similarity 
of its Head Resident to a warden. Relax I [ et the people in your build-
ing enjoy life and stop ruling with an iron fist . 
Name withheld by request. 
Reilley, Indy, Attacked 
Dear Editor, 
I sure do wish you 'd stop covering up for your beloved friends, 
namely; Bob Reilley (chairman of C.C.B.?) . I'm tired of being repre-
sented by someone who can 't control their animal instincts. As a 
witness of the argument that Reilley started with Robert Hendrix (of 
N.R.P.S.), I feel I should speak out. Reilley and some others were sim-
ply asked to leave the stage so photo's could be taken of the band. 
Why Reilley couldn't handle the request, I don't know-or maybe it 
was just the beer he couldn 't handle. ff anyone realizes it or not, 
Reilley has hurt the reputation that Kean has had with performers. It 
is immature people like himself and Danny Lemberg (playin games 
with Kreskin 's head), that are giving our school a bad name. As a thea-
ter technician at the college, I realized how performers should be 
treated, it's too bad these boys don't . Personally, I feel they should 
resign if they can't handle the responsibi lity their jobs entail. If 




Towed A Wade 
Dear Editor, 
In response to Lou La Torre's letter in last week's Indy, there is a 
tota l lack of awareness on his part. 
WKCU plays disco, as well as rock, jazz, rhythm and blues, punk, 
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country, classical and soul. The disc jockets that play the disco slots 
are Angel, James Murray, Russell Stokes, Ross Wei nick and others at 
various times of'< e day. 
Lou, tune in some day in Sloan Lounge and listen. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Wade 
1 I General Manager WKCU 
Library Media Club 
Dear Editor, 
A new club is being organized for communication majors and 
other majors interested in library-media use. As chairperson of this 
club, I am pleased to see much enthusiasm and interest among my 
fellow colleagues in organizing the club. Many goals have been set 
for this club, so the members can feel a personal belonging in their 
program. We are attempting to plan programs that may help us im-
prove our career planning, aide our job search, clue us in on what is 
new in the field, meet outstanding personalities in the field of librar-
ies, and visit special places of interest to us. 
It is inevitable that not only does this club enhance the student's 
knowledge of his/her future profession, however, it may also build 
strong relationships and references upon graduation. We still need 
people to give new ideas that are important to them. Also we need 
ideas for field trips, and speakers. A few suggestions we already have 
are to visit publishing houses, jobbers, and libraries privately owned 
for the public to visit. We could even organize fund raising activities 
for provisions for field trips, or to buy materials for libraries and 
donate them to needy libraries in our name. We could even start our 
own library of career guides for library related jobs. . 
If you are interested or know of anyone who could be, please 
attend our first organizational meeting on Tuesday, October 17, at 
1 :40 p.m. (college hour), in Hutchinson Hall Room J204B. Remember, 
library-media majors and certification students, of course - but also 
anyone else interested in the program or who would like to know 
more about this fascinating area of print and non-print. 
· Diane Tomko 
Who Hit, Who Ran? 
Dear Editor, 
On Monday, October 9th, my car was parked on the Vaughn-
Eames lot. When I returned to it at 9:30 a.m., I found the rear left end 
was damaged to the extent of a $700 repair bill. The person who hit 
my car left no note. Having no collision insurance, I will gladly.give a 
generous reward to anyone who was a witness or has any informa-
tion leading to the identification of the hit and run driver. 
Sincerely, 
Rosalie Winfield 
Whitman Center or call 
245-5627 and leave message 
My Own Langu·age 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to know what constitutes a minority on this campusl 
Last week an ad appeared in the Independent, announcing the date, 
place, and times of the Freshmen Class election. That ad appeared in 
2 languages and 2 languages only - English and Spanish. Now I think 
that this is really amazing. Imagine the 1st Freshmen class to attend 
Kean completely composed of American and Spanish peoples. That 
must be a record or something, huh. Well, I won't believe that, not 
for one minute. I'm hurt, and astonished at the fact that it could be 
published in those two languages (Spanish and English) and not in 
Italian, Polish, German, Hebrew, French, African, Swahili, Japanese, 
Chinese and any other race on campus. How can student organiza-
tion wl. ti is supposed to represe~t the whole student body only 
direct their announcements at two groupsl Why should I allow my 
money to be pissed away in this fashion. I resent my hard earned 
money being spent on this Mickey Mouse publication. 
. Pattee Reading 
Disco Schlocks 
Dear Editor, . 
Lou la Torre, how can you get off saying that disco isn't fairly repre-
sented at Keanl It seems to me that's all I ever hear. Have you ever 
failed to walk into the pub and hear, "Dance, dance, dance, dance, 
dance." How about all of those Tuesday nights when rock n' roll 
people had to avoid the pub, to ·prev~nt · h'ead injur.y due to the 
constant beating. Let's thank Krishna, that Al Schaeffer will be D.J .i ng 
country rock on Wednesday night. How could anyone possibly sit 
through a concert of two hours of disco, and G-d forbid an encore. 
We are sorry if we have to insult your musical taste, but how can 
you even call disco, " musicl " You wonder why WKCU only lists one 
disco album (Perhaps one too many). Did you ever think it 's because 
they are trying to be a quality stationl Look at the wide market for 
" Disck Sucks" T-shirts. There are alot of other kinds of music that 
Kean doesn't fairly represent, such as " New Wave" and the Dead. We 
really feel sorry for you and others like yourself, but we feel there is 
hope. If you want to help yourself, you are welcome to come over at 
any time and we'll turn you on to what music is <!bout. We've got 
David Johansen, Elvis Costello, Winwood and Grateful Dead, that 
would fix your head right up. Or even easier try listening to a Vince 
Scelsa show on WNEW sometime. 
Rock n' Roll is here to stay, 
· Lynne Kirchdoerffer 
Lenore Penna 
• Debbie Bettmann 
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OP-ED 
For Jews, this season is traditionally a time for prayer and reflection. It 
gives us an opportunity to look at the events of the past year and ponder 
it's implication to the world at large. 
The most important, the the one which captured the imagination of 
every peace loving person in the world was the meeting at Camp David. 
There, two nations resolved to end three decades of war, and find ways to 
live in peace. Egypt and Israel agreed to begin an era of peaceful co-exis-
tence, while several other Arab nations continue to seek the destruction of 
this tiny democracy in the Middle East. While world leaders fly to all parts 
of the globe, hostile Arabs, backed by the Soviet Union, are trying to find 
ways to sabotage the success of Camp David. 
This glaring impediment to the peace process must be brought to the 
attention of each and every individual who has had enough of wars and 
bloodshed, and who envision a world at peace. 
One nation which still impedes the efforts of the United States to bring 
stability to the area, is Syria. She continues a war of genocide in which she 
wants to decimate the Christians in Lebanon and expand her communist 
influence in the region. Initially Syria entered Lebanon as a "peace 
keeping" force after the Palistine Liberation Organization (P.L.O.) began a 
campaign of terror against the Lebanese Christians. Instead of keeping the 
peace, Syria is now the antagonist against the small Christian community, 
whose only desire is to live in peace. Only one nation in the entire world 
has risen to the defense of the beleaguered Lebanese Christians. Israel, 
herself a nation of holocaust survivors, and who still remembers the Nazi 
era and t_heir pledge of Jewish genocide, has come to the aid of the Chris-
tians in Lebanon. A nation of Jews withstanding the pressures of all the big 
powers, and risking life and limb, fights in behalf of a downtrodden minor-
ity. 
The questions that cry out for an answer are, "Where is the United 
Nations, who branded Israel as racists?" How is it that no Christian country 
in the world has condemned the action of Syria? Where is the voice of the 
l.:Jnited States who proclaims to be a champion of human rights? Why does 
the Soviet Union, who tries and sentences people whose only crime is the 
desire for freedom, not raise its voice in protest? Why is everyone except 
Israel silent? This is the time for reflection. This is the time for answers. The 
world, who forthe first time in a long time begins to get a glimpse of peace, 
is waiting. 
Joseph~ Lichtman 
The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to ~xpress an opinion that would be 
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be Hmlted to 600 words and sub-
mitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday. 
Independent- ., 
General Staff._ Meetiog 
· Tomorrow · · 
Friday, October 20th 
at 5:00 P.M. 
.. 
A TT. ,SENIORS -L 
, . 
.. 
I ' ' 
Yearbook·•pictures will be taken· 
starting.Oct. 30t~ to Nov. 3rd 
Sign up. at 
Yearboo·k Office CC120 




Pase 6 INDEPENDENT 
.. . And All 
That Jazz! 
by Russell C. Stokes 
Why must Cecil Taylor haunt 
mel So whatl 
On the 13th of September, 
Cecil Taylor performed at the 
T.P.A. to kick off the Monday 
Night Jau series. In the Septem-
ber 28th issue of the 
Independent, my review of that 
performan~e, as well as m.y ob-
servations before and during 
that performance, appeared. 
In all honesty I tried to 
represent myself as objectively as 
I 'could. Unfortunately some of 
my readers felt that I was a little 
rough with Mr. Taylor. That 
really wasn't a factor in writing 
this particular article. The reason 
that I am writing this article is for 
clarification as well as therapy for 
a somewhat damaged ego. 
In the past three weeks, I have 
been reminded constantly that 
Cecil Taylor is somewhat of a 
legend in his own time. So what! 
The opinions expressed in this-
column are my own, the obser-
vations · in this column are my 
own, I take full responsibility, so 
sue me. 
The only problem that came 
with this particular article was 
that people have disagreed with 
me, and I try to encourage that 
aspect in all of my reviews 
published in the Indy. 
was put together by the world 's 
most " prestigious critics, and 
musicologists." So, what! 
Numerous articles in periodi-
cals and newspapers have all 
praised Cecil Taylor as·one of the 
premier musicians of our time. 
So, what! 
"Hey Stokes, did you hear, a 
new magazine is coming out, it's 
all about jazz, and guess what 
Cecil Taylor is in it! " 
" I know!" 
Why does Cecil Taylor have to 
haunt mel Time and time again 
Taylor's name has appeared. To 
be quite frank it 's starting to get 
to me. 
A bird flew out of a window 
and the campus mobilized to 
rescue him. The bird is the father 
of newborn doves, only one of 
which survived, who reside at 
the Counseling Center. Jose 
Quiles is the human protector of 
these beautiful birds - and has a 
quality of caring for all living 
things. 
••• 
Caring is manifested in many dif-
ferent ways. One of these ways 
evidenced by the Ministry to 
Divorced Catholics is obvious in 
their programming. The Minis-
ter offers understanding and 
support to those in the crisis of 
divorce. 
Taylor's performance in my Monday, Oct . 23rd : Children, 
opinion wasn't one of the top ten Single Parenting and Related 
jazz performances that I have Problems, 32 Lakeside Avenue, 
seen. The reason being is that I Verona, N.J. 239-5696. 
was not prepared to hear the "fhursday, Oct. 26th: " Grow 
performanc~
1 
for what it was. _ Today, !?row _Tomo~row, Grow 
Not to categorize Taylor 's music, Always'. -St. Michaels, 1212 Kelly 
you could perhaps call it " avant St., Union, N.J. 688-121~. 
garde" jazz, or progressive jazz. All the programs ~egm at 6:00 
Whatever you choose to call it p.m. and everyone Is welcome. , . . . 
Taylor did play to the best of his 
abilities. It was simply a type of 
jazz unfamiliar to me and as a 
result I canned it. 
But you know something, 
even in retrospect. . . I still didn' t 
like the arrangements per-
formed that night, and I will 
stand by that previous article. So, 
what! 
And speaking of caring with a 
capital C, the backers of the ERA 
were granted three more years 
to gain ratification of the bill. 
Eleanor Smeal, the president of 
N.O.W. celebrated in front of 
the Capitol. Phyllis Schlafly, head 
of Stop ERA expects several 
states to file federal suits chal-
lenging extension. Proponents 
are confident that the ERA 
amendment will make the 
Constitution even before next 
spring - This the result of 
WOMEN who care about 
WOMEN. 
• • • 
There is a course available at 
Overlook Hospital for diabetics. 
It will take place in the Medical 
Education Conference Room 
five Tuesdays from 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. The fee is $20.00 and each 
additional family member is only 
$5.00. For further information or 
registration call Overlook Hos-
pital, 193 Morris Avenue, Sum-
mit, 522-29'16. 
• • • 
WOMAN TALK reminds 
everyone that Wednesday, Oc-
tober 25th at noon will be spent 
. •in the company of four unusual 
WOMEN - Edna St. Vincent 
Millay, Elizabeth Barret Brown-
ing, Emily Dickenson" ad "l ean 
Canning. Ms. Canning will 
create images of the three poet-
esses for us through Patterns in 
Poetry. This program was re-
scheduled from October 11th. 
Join us for a stimulating lunch-
time with four WOMEN. 
• • • 
The New Jersey Shakespeare 
Festival, the theatre at Drew Un i-
versity in Madison, is pr-esenting 
another season of good theatre. 
Their current production of 
George Bernard Shaw's " Arms 
October 19, 1978 
and the Man" is a delightfully 
deceptive comedy - deceptive 
because under the lightness 
·truth can shine so clear that the 
discovery is a joy. If you have 
never experienced Drew 
. theatre, treat yourself - it is 
always a professional perfor-
mance. 
• •• 
From now until November 5th, 
the Newark Museum is show-
casing an exhibit, a 125th aoni-
versary exhibit, of ecclesiastical 
art of the Archdiocese of 
Newark. Artistically important, 
the exhibit is also of great sig-
nificance because it chronicles 
the history of the Catholic 
Church in Newark. The Newark 
museum is in that section of 
Newark now designated at the 
James Street Historical Section. 
• • • 
Penonal: There is a museum 
worth visiting at 11 Mercer Street 
in New York City. Mercer Street 
is off Canal Street in the Soho 
District. Visiting Soho is an ex-
citing experience and the 
Museum of Holography is a 
visual delight. A hologram is 
created by printing with laser 
beams and has become an art 
form. It's ununusual, new, and 
has unlimited possibilities -
makes you view things in a new 
way. Open on Tuesdays through 
Sundays from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
This is not the usual museum and 
well-worth the trip to The City. 
A number of reviews and 
interviews with Taylor seem to 
be in abundance, all of them dis-
agree with my critique of Taylor. 
New World Records " Recorded 
Anthology of American Music," 
listed Cecil Taylor in their an-
thology. 
For Love or ·How To Make A Buck 
"The criteria used to put 
together this " unique" series, 
by Deborah Orazi 
I was 8. years old when Beatle-
mania engulfed the Uhited 
Who Killed J. ·F.K. 
by Frank ~Finnerty 
After the "most thorough and 
comprehensive investigation in 
history" the Warren Commis-
sion said John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy was killed by a lone as-
sassin from the sixth floor of the 
Texas book suppository. It fur-
ther states there was no conspir-
acy and that Lee Harvey Oswald 
was the lone gunman. 
Harvey Yazijian, a representa-
tive of the Assassination investi-
gation Bureau (A.I.B.) was at the 
Wilkins Theatre to throw further 
light on the matter. The (A.LB.) is 
a non-profit public interest or-
ganization which formed to • 
investigate potential coverups.' 
The (A.I.B.) is also investigating 
the strange circumstances which 
happened in Memphis where 
Dr. Martin Luther King was killed 
among others. 
If all Dallas motorcades go 
down Main Street, to the ex-
pressway, why did J.F.K. go off 
Main St. through Desley Square? 
The Hughes fil'm shows no one 
in the sixth floor w indow just 
seconds before the shooting 
began. Does this ~ an Oswald 
guessed when t he motorcade 
would pass and just started 
f iring? 
The Warren Commission said 
as Kennedy was hit a second time 
he had a neuromuscular reaction 
which sent his head rocketing 
backward. Why didn't his arms 
and legs react too? 
The fastest any expert could 
fire the rifle in question was 2.3 
seconds. Oswald was a medi-
ocre shot at best so his time was 
at least 3 seconds. Gov. Connally 
who was in the car with J.F.K. said 
there were 2 shots within one 
second. The Warren Commis-
sion said the governor had ex-
perienced a delayed react ion 
after being shot. 
The Warren Commission ruled 
that a bullet with no trace of 
blood on it had passed through 
both J.F.K. and Governor Conn-
ally. 
The most thorough and com-
prehensive investigation in his-
tory ruled that a bullet from the 
sixth floor hit the President in the 
back and came out of his throat. 
If two-thirds of the witnesses 
said that the shots came from the 
grassy knoll why · does the 
Warren Commission hold to its 
one killer theory? 
It was reported that J.F.K.'s 
chest photos and J.F.K. 's brain 
were stolen. Do you think they 
might prove something? 
Is Lee Harvey Oswald actually 
standing in the crowd as a still 
picture may indicate? Is Jack 
Ruby in the crowd at Dealey 
Plazal How about replitee' 
mobster Gene Bradyl 
Why did the media take the 
government's word as gospel 
truthl Why did Life magazine cut 
out half of the Oswald picture? 
Why d id television wait until 
1975 to show the zapruter f ilm? 
Were the media involved in a 
coverup? 
Who was David Fairy? Why did 
he dfe four days after it was 
alleged he was involved with that 
day in Dallas? 
Why did the C.I.A., the mafia 
and the Cubans all dislike 
Kennedy? Was it because 
Kennedy was considering en-
ding the Vietnam Conflict while 
Johnson wanted to escalate it? 
What groups were and are strong 
enough to sustain such a serious 
cover"upl Could the same groups_ 
have killed Robert Kennedy and 
Martin Luther King? Could these 
groups stri ke aga in? 
Mr. Yaz ijian and the A.I. B. are 
asking these questions and I 
hope someday they are 
answered . 
States in 1964 and not immune to 
the hysteria that followeu. It 
soon became apparent to mom 
and dad that they hadn't lost a 
daughter but gained four new 
members of the family - John, 
Paul, George and Ringo. These 
four were omnipresent in our 
home, whether it be on televi-
sion, radio, record player or their 
daughters bedroom walls 
covered with deluxe color 
photos of Beatie Paul (of the lim-
pid cow eyes that followed you 
around the room) . What they 
didn't know was that they were 
making a sound (no pun 
intended) investment in their 
daughter's future everytime they 
succumbed to her demands for a 
new Beatie record, magazine, 
lunchbox, tray, talcom powde'r, 
trading cards-let's face it, anyth-
ing with " Beatles" on it I bought, 
and what's more important, I 
kept. Today I am probably the 
only kid on my block with Beatie 
Talcom Powder (it now smells 
more like " Arm +Hammer" ) and 
every now and then I trot out my 
treasures and relive a much more 
innocent time, but never - I 
repeat never -would I consider 
selling my memorabilia. And ap-
parently it is very saleable these 
days, which brings us up to date 
and to the point. Rock and roll 
memorabilia is big business and 
some great mind struck on the 
idea of a flea market designed for 
the sole purpose of buying and 
selling rock and roll rel ics -
everything from promo records 
to (I swear!) Keith Richard 's hair. 
The fifth original " Rock and 
Roll Flea Market, Record Meet 
and Film Festival " took place on 
the weekend of Sept. 16th at the 
Statler Hilton hotel in New York. 
The whole thing was put 
together by a man named Marc 
Zakarin under the auspices of a 
company called " Rockages Inc." 
He was among one of a thousand 
T-shirts I saw that weekend -
I'm no~ sure which though . By 
the way, ELO are a heavy favor-
ite in. the T-sh irt league with Yes 
and Spr ingsteen close behind. 
Those of us w ithout advance 
tickets had an hour wait outside 
in the rain before we were 
allowed to enter and pay our, five 
dollars for the day. Well worth 
the price considering the glut of 
rare rock and roll films shown all 
day, but more on that later. 
Over 100 booths were set up 
on the second floor. Once I got 
over the shock of seeing my 
childhood on sale I set about the 
task of visiting each of them and 
inspecting their wares. This in 
itself was a real musical educa-
tion, even for me, a devout 
follower of the scene since those 
fateful Beatie years. When was 
the last time you saw a copy of 
The Searchers ' (remember 
" Needles and Pins" ) first album 
or The Idle Race's (Jeff Lynne) 
first album? Every color vinyl was 
available, even black. Musicians 
from the SO's straight up to the 
70's were represented and some 
booths had specialties, for 
instance The Who fan club were 
present as was the Iggy Pop fan 
club. I picked up a few items 
myself I'd been looking for, not 
the least of which was a Blind 
Faith hardcover tour program 
from 1969 (a steal at $1 .00). Don't 
ask me what I'm goingtodowith, 
it though. 
WPIX had a little room to 
themselves where their DJ 's 
wer~ hanging out and contests 
~ere held. I won a (you guessed 
it) T-shirt there and gave Mark 
Simone the pleasure of meeting 
me. Does anybody really I is ten to 
him? 
While all this was going on, 
continuous showings of vintage 
(Continued on page 7) 
Invite the bunch ... 
Mix a great, big bucket full of 
Open House Punch 
Serves 32 . . . tastes like a super cocktail I 
Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance, 
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd 
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow! 
Recipe : 
One fifth Southern Comfort 
3 quarts 7UP 
6 oz . fresh lemon juice 
One 6-oz. can frozen orange juice 
One 6-oz . can frozen lemonade 
Chill ingredients . Mix in bucket. 
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops 
food coloring (optional) and stir 
lightly. Add ice , orange, lemon 
slices . Looks and tastes great! 
You know it's got to be E2.21 ... when it's made with 
Southern Co01fort" 
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST. LOUIS, MO . 63132 
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Journey To Addis 
by Debbie Orazi 
Reggae is a much maligned 
music. After severa l false starts 
and many favorable predictions 
by the press, it seems to have 
fa llen into yet another slump. 
Bob M arley, hasn' t been on a 
magazine cover in months! This 
is not to say that the qual ity of the 
music produced w ithin t he 
genre is o f any less brilliance, if 
anything it has expanded by 
leaps and bounds this past year 
due to bands like Third World, 
Culture, and l jahman, but the 
American publ ic at large has yet 
,to fu ll y recogn ize uts impor-
tance. This does not and shou ld 
not discourage fan s su ch as 
myself t hough. As long as the 
music keeps changing and 
developing, and remains honest 
in its feeling, the American 
public is bound to latch on to 
one of reggae's incarnations. The 
British have known it for years, 
why are we always five steps 
behind? 
When the full recognition 
does come, the fi rst band to be 
throw n into the limelight will 
most likely be Third World, a six 
man group from Jamaica. This 
band possesses all the elements 
of musical success-creativity, 
instrumental prowess, and fine, 
fine vocals. 
The release of their third 
album, " Journey to Addis" 
serves to reaffirm my belief in the 
band. Each track . is special and 
full of life. O f the eight fracks 
contained, six were written by 
members of the group, all are on 
an equal par. " Now That We 
Found Love," recognizable to 
O 'Jays fans, and " One Cold 
Vi be" have the best chance of 
" singles" success, both have the 
essential " hook." The latter is 
one of the best tracks and the 
one that never fa ils to get my feet 
moving. " Cool Meditation" 
finds the band at its most soul-
ful. Those beautiful vocals con-
tribute much to the atmosphere 
created for this is the essence of 
Thi rd World. Their distinct way 
of combining music and vocal to 
create a mood is enticing. 
The L.P. has one inst rumental, 
the title track " Journey to Ad-
dis," and old Skatalites song 
redone. Third World show just 
how capable they are on their 
instruments. A particularl y nice 
guitar line is evident, played by 
Cat Coore, and the whole thing 
works. 
Third World's music is not 
strictly roots, but that's kosher: 
Their blending of a variety of 
sounds: reggae, soul, disco, etc. 
has a most pleasing end product 
and they continue to develop 
with each new album. Third 
World are tentatively set to tour 
this month - gigs not to be missed 
because if they deliver " live" like 
they do on this alubm, we' re in 
for a second wave of media blitz 
on reggae. 
For Love Or Money 
(Continued from page 6) 
rock and roll film clippings were 
shown in the cinema. Segments 
of 11roups on the Ed Sullivan 
Show, Shindig, and the wonder-
tu\ British Ready, Steady, Go\ as 
well as promotional film clips 
were shown, one after the other. 
In brief some of the groups cap-
tured on celluloid were The 
Beatles, Stones, The Who, Man-
fred Mann, Yardbirds, Kinks, 
Small Faces and Moody Blues 
(sorry Mare) to name just a few. 
Personal appearances were 
put in by Dennis Elsas and Pete 
· Fornatale of WNEW, Papa John 
Creach, Harry Chapin on behalf 
of the World Hunger Orsanlza-
tion and a very welcomed sur-
prise visit by Lou Reed, who 
rushed off to the cinema to 
watch The Ronettes in action. 
There was talk that the next 
flew market will be held at the 
Garden in April - see you there. 
ALL COLLEGE SWIM MEET 
Open To All Students I 
When: Tues., October 24th 
Time: 10:50-12:05 
Where: At the pool in the D' Angolo 
Please notify Mrs. Resnicke c/ o Phys. Ed. Dept. as to 
which events you'd like to enter. 
Pioneer Electronics of America is pleased to announce the 
relocation of our own regional repa ir center in the Northern 
New Jersey area to support our customers in the Eastern region 
from Virginia to Maine and Eastern Pennsylvania. 
For repair service and technical assistance on Pioneer's auto 
products and Centrex compact stereo, Portable products, con-
tact 
PIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA 
REGIONAL REPAIR CENTER 
939 RAHWAY A VE. II " 
UNION, N.J. 07083 \.Vl 
PIONEER ELECTRONICS 
OF AMERICA FACTORY 
SERVICE CENTER 
N EWARK AIRPO RT . 
N .J . T U R N PIKE 
DOM ESOLDA, Manager 
(201) 964-6370 
DOM is there to help you ....•........... 
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Donna Summer, 
Live & More 
The album DON NA SUMMER 
- LIVE & MORE is a joint produc-
tion of Giorgio Moroder and 
Pete Bellote, and is backed by 
the Casablanca Records & Film-
works Inc. lal.iel, which has a 
reputat ion for " Getting Down 
With The Sound." This musical 
work is a conglamorat ion of all of 
Donns Summer's hits of the past 
and a few of her present d isco 
hits. Her past hits include all o f 
the song's from her " Once Upon 
A Time" album. Even her first 
smash hit " Love To Love You 
Baby." " Once Upon A Time" is a 
disco musical story of a guy and 
girl who found each other and 
love. Story book love, a contem-
porar-y~ '! Cinderella '-'~even. - · -
" Live & More," a two-record 
set, captures Donna Summer live 
in concert halls all around the 
country, and her songs of '76, as 
you 've never heard live. Such as 
her medley of " MacAuthur's 
Park Suite," a song originally 
performed by a group well 
known as Chicago. The med ley 
also consists of the latest jam's of 
Miss Summer's movie 
appearance in the film "Thank 
God It's Friday" and other fan-
tastic sounds for your mind. 
Making this album well worth 
the money ' for people who live 
disco. 
John A. Allston, Jr. 
All views expressed in Music' 
Box are the opinions of the 
Music Box staff and do not 
necessarily represent the views 
of WKCU 59 AM, the 
lndepende'!I or its parent 
organization, · Student 
Organization. 
Most Played Vinyl At WKCU 
Compiled by Evan Nash 
1. Bruce Springsteen Darkness on the Columbia 
Edge of Town 
2. Rolling -Stones Some Girls Rolli ng Stones 
3. Edd ie Money Eddie M oney CBS 11 
4. Warren Zevon Excitable Boy Asylum 
5. Boston Boston Epic 
6. Eric Clapton Slow Hand RSO 
7. M eatloaf Bat Out of Hell Epic 
8. Billy Joel Stranger Columbia 
9. Elvis Costello This Yea r's M odel Co lumbia 
10. Chuck Mangione Feels So Good A&M 
11. ELO Out of the Blue Jet 
12. Foreigner Double Vision Atlantic 
13. Yes The Yes Album Atlant ic 
14. Jethro Tull Aqualung Chrysalis 
15. Kansas Point of No Return Kirshner 
16. Frampton I'm In You A&M 
17. Pink Floyd Dark Side of Harvest 
the Moon 
18. Commodores Natural High- - ~ - -Motown· 
19. Jackson Browne Running On Empty Asylum 
20. Cat Stevens Greatest Hits A&M 
Jimi Hendrix Lives 
We all know that the immortal 
Jimi Hendrix died a very unfor-
tunate death several years ago. 
Trying to be of consolation to his 
fans, the Warner-Reprise record 
label, who assembled the tracks 
. for " Crash Landing" and " Mid-
night Lightning," two previous 
albums released after his death, 
is at it again. It has just put out 
another called "The Essential 
Jimi Hendrix," which contains 
four sides of nothing but vintage 
Hendrix. Not quite a greatest hits 
album, but somewhat in context. 
"The Essential Jimi Hendrix" 
gets it4 backbone from four ma-
jor albums Jlml recorded In his 
prime working with the Exper-
ience: "Are You Experienced," 
" Axis: Bold As Love," "Electric 
Ladyland," and "Crv Of Love. " 
The collection of songs on this 
excellently constructed LP com-
plement each other extremely 
well over the two discs. Again 
opposed to a greatest hits record 
" Purple Haze" is the only song 
which also appeared on " Smash 
Hits." This is a perfect album to 
buy if you need an introduction 
to what the man was all about. 
Here is material proof just in case 
anyone dare forgot, that Jimi 
Hendrix was and always will be 
hhe god of the electric guitar. His 
genius was light yeary ahead of 
his time and thats why these 
songs which were composed 
some odd ten-years ago are still 
u\tra-1\stenab\e today. "This is a 
must album if you don't already 
possess all of his previous ones. 
Never will his sensational live 
performance be seen again but 
his music will never die. See ya' 




Jethro Tull and Urian Heep 
at The Garden 
Great Rock And Roll; 
Nasty Lass 
by Marie Fidali 
Jethro Tull is still rockin ' and 
giving their audiences a really 
special show. With 15 albums 
(four gold and six platinum) one 
isn't surprised that their new live 
LP " Bursting Out" is excellent 
rock 'n ' roll . Their music is a 
blend of hard rock rhythms with 
melodic English folk ballads to 
give it an uncomparable sound. 
Ian Anderson ahd his magic-
playing flute demonstrated Sun-
day night that Jethro Tull was still 
a band with super talent. Barry-
more Barlow did a short drum 
solo that completely shattered 
the audience. The band reall y 
puts out with their music and the 
audience in turn gave them a 
screaming reception . 
The audience-aged group was 
varied. There wzcen 't just teen-
agers like there are at some 
concerts. Tull music attracts 
many ages and this is probably 
why they've been around for 10 
years. 
My favor ite part of the concert 
was when they did the two en-
cores with " Aqualung" and 
" Locomotive Breath. " Ian 
Anderson sent into the audience 
three huge balloons which were 
burst in seconds. The music was 
absolutely fantastic. I was a little 
disappointed, however, because 
I felt that the concert could have 
been longer. Uriah Heep did a 
hell of a job warming up and they 
really deserve a lot of credit. 
" Easy living" and their encore 
number " Sweet Lorraine" were 
well done. 
I expected a good per-
f or man ce and those who 
attended, certainly got it ! 
Roy Buchanan Your Not Alone 
by Walter Gloshinski 
Roy Buchanan, probably one 
of the finest virtueso guitarists 
around, and also one of the least 
known, has done it again. The 
man who has been looked up to 
by such greats as Clapton, Page, 
Beck, and Hendrix to name a 
few, shows why in You-re Not 
Alone. The album ranges from 
an unbelievable remake of Neil 
Young's "Down By The River," 
which sticks to the original ex-
cept Buchanan plays some guitar 
that would make Young green 
with envy. 
It is extremely difficult to pick 
one cut which stands out on the 
album because every cut is so 
tight and musically different in 
style. That 's one thing typical of 
Buchanan, you never know what 
style the next song will take. He 
mixes blues, rock, country, and 
jazz on his albums. 
Buchanan, regarded among 
his peers as one of the most awe-
some guitarists to ever pick a 
string, proves again that this 
reputation leaves little room for 
argument on You're Not Alone. . 
NASTY LASS has been a big 
name in the Jersey club district 
for some time now, so per-
forming at a club like Creation 
isn' t new to these guys and it 
shows- These five very talented, 
young musicians seem as com-
fortable playing to a full house as 
they would feel rehearsing in an 
empty garage! All signs qf a very 
professional attitude that come 
only with much experience. 
NASTY LASS is : Brendan 
Hynes; lead vocals, Michael Gas-
pari lead guitar and vocals, Billy 
Diamond; lead guitar, Dot 
Cabrera ; drums and vocals, and 
Tony Decarlo; bass. 
I guess it 's fair to say that Nasty 
Lass plays mostly popular rock n' 
roll (since that's what they called 
it!) . .. the songs that everyone has 
heard at least once. That seems 
like a good idea that works well 
for them because everyone sings 
along making this a more inter-
esting show and audience par-
ticipation is always more fun! 
The band also writes some of 
their own songs. Brendan says 
they are hoping to record 
someday. They performed one 
of their originals in their first set 
and I was extemely impressed. 
The song, "Kill Your Mother," is 
well-written rock n ' roll ; typical 
of the overall NASTY LASS 
image. . .tight, powerful and 
driving .. . Fantastic! 
So, if you're into good ,ock n' 
roll and altogether great show, 





Photo by Ralph /\bbate 
Gary O'Neil performed at the coffee house. 
Gus Cero plays a few melodies. 
Photo by Ralph /\bbate 
Photo by Ralph Abbate 
Pia Rossilli displays her talent as she strums out a few tunes. 
Photo by Ralph Abbate 
Captain "Jack" is the piano man. 
Folk-Rock in the Sloan Lounge 
Photo by Daniel. T. Pyle 
Performing for the students in Sloan Lounge. 
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle 
Some Folk-Rock hens up the college campus. 
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Romeo & Juliet 
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle 
Peter, servant to the Capulets confronts the shy servant of hi, 
enemies the Montagues. 
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle 
Romeo reads a guest Ust for a party being given by his family enemy, theCapulets. 
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle 
During the costume party Romeo (Paul Morella) meets Juliet (Unda Early) and they fall In love. 
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle 
Christopher Clark plays Mercutlo close friend of Romeo. 
Hispanic Folklore 
Photo by Jane Maltz 
The Hispanic folklore was presented by the KHn College Cuban Committee on Oct. 
13, 1978. 
Photo by Jane Maltz 
The presentation displayed a vast array of Hispanic culture. 
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Crucifixion Of Blood Me rry, Mellow 
M ummenschanz by Dawn Shepherd 
Does the thought of a blood-
curdl ing mystery send you into a 
frenzy? Does the sound of 
thunder and lightning send you 
quivering under your bed? If so, 
you 'd better stay away from the 
Broadway production of " Cruci-
fier of Blood" wh ich opened on 






creamy; full of fruit 
BREYERS~ 
Real yogurt 
at its best. 
Helen Hayes Theatre. " Crucif ier 
of Blood" sounds li ke the latest 
reincarnation of Count Dracula 
but in fact is a new Sherlock 
Holmes mystery. " Crucif ier of 
Blood" is an original play by Pau l 
Giovanni adapted from Conan 
Doyle's story, " The Sign of the 
four. " (Crucifier, incidentall y, 
means " bearer of the cross)." 
M r. Giovanni, who also 
d irected the production, has a 
multi-faceted background in 
theatre. Born in Atlantic City, 
New Jersey, he began his career 
in theatre as an actor and singer. 
He was the boy in the original 
production of " The Fantast icks" 
in New York. M r. Giovanni once 
sang lead in a rock group, Side 
Show, which recorded for Atlan-
tic Records. 
Mr. Giovanni does an excel-
lent job of recreating the mood 
of late Victorian times in England 
- the play's scenes range from 
exotic India to 221-B Baker Street 
in London where Holmes and 
Watson reside, and include a 
seedy maidenhead dwelling, a 
limehouse opium den and a boat 
chase down the Thames River. 
The casting of the play is out-
standing and the acting is 
superb. Paston Whitehead is tre-
mendous in the role of Sherlock 
Holmes. M r. Whitehead is also a 
disginguished actor as well as a 
director and as a producer. 
Later I d iscovered that Paston 
Whitehead is the only l imey in 
the bunch. Can you imagi ne that 
Dr. Watson (Timothy Landsfield) 
hails from Evanston Ill inois? The 
acting was so believable that I 
couldn 't get the characters out o f 
my head when I left the theatre. 
Glenn- Close is a stunner as 
the beautiful mysterious Irene St. 
Clair. She is definitely an actress 
to watch . Timothy Lands-field is 
the perfect choice for Dr. Wat-
son. 
Chris,topher Curry, Tuck 
Mull igan , Dwight Schultz , 
Nicolas Surovy and Edward Zang 
round out the cast of American 
actors and all are remarkable in 
their respective roles. 
In scene three, lightn ing is 
created onstage so effectively 
you would swear it was real and if 
it doesn' t keep you on the edge 
of your seat, nothing will! The 
play is full of witty speeches and 
one-liners that really to'ok off 
when I w~s there. 
· "Crucifier of Blood" is a highly 
recommended evening of enter-
tainment that should be the 
smash hit of the season. 
by Cathy Crisafulli There are various dances depict-
M ime and mask or mask and ing boy-girl relationsh ips. O ne 
mime. The order doesn' t matter. sketch is done with toilet paper. 
That's the combination of th is There are six rolls o f to ilet paper 
Amer ican mime troupe. representing the face of each 
The show is Mummenschanz. person. There are two persons. 
The place is the Bijou Theatre, They woo and woe each other. 
209 W. 45th Street, N.Y.C. She sends him away cryi ng, on ly 
The show opens to an over- to call him back again to d ry his 
sized pillow tumbl ing, turn ing, tears with the toilet paper. They 
teeteri ng on the verge of go back and forth pull ing and 
success. The pillow challenges tugging at one another to end up 
failure and is being challenged. It · falli ng love. 
moves to a giant green clam who The dance ends in an effective 
is looking to please its taste visual array of lights and swirl ing 
pallets. The clam sways and slides toi let paper. This is probably the 
around the stage in hopes of best sketch in the show.there is 
something to cure the case of the also a point at which two square 
munchies. After the clam, there wooden boxes w ith cubi ca ls 
appears a gigantic slinky w ith a conta ining small wooden pieces 
matching gigantic balloon. This play with each other. They play 
slinky play catch with the the game until one has complete 
audience. The sl inky expresses victory acquiring all the small 
its pleasure with good throws wooden cubes and the other 
and was able .to express an " are suffers the frustration of defeat 
you crazy" connotation to lousy by being left with no wooden 
throws from the audience. It also blocks at all broken and hope-
dealS' With som~ other -a1most- -lesS> .... -- - -- - r - # - ' 
human figures and then moves The sh~w climaxes to almost 
to mime living creatures. real l_ookmg people and then 
The living creatures start at a deteriorates to lower forms of 
very primitive level and move up monsters. The characters do the 
up the line of creation to a point damage to themselves and each 
of a close resemblence of man. other by dancing around the 
Broadway Needs You 
stage with a silly putty type clay 
mask which they rearrange with 
their skillful hands before the 
audience. One would marvel at 
the impeccable accuracy they 
had in shaping figures they could 
not see themselves. 
by Tom Sokol 
Very quietly, without the usual 
fanfare (owing at least in part to 
the seven week old New York 
newspaper strike) the 1978-1979 
theatre season has arrived on 
Broadway. This week will see the 
opening of two new produc-
tions; " Eubie," a musical 
comedy based on Juz-great 
Eubie Blake and " The Crucifier 
of Blood," a chilling Sherlock 
Holmes tale. More openings will 
follow during the next several 
weeks. In addition, there are 
already 25 shows of proven 
success currently running along 
the Great White Way. These in-
c I ud e musicals , revues , 
comedies and dramas by new 
American playwrights to suit a 
wide spectrum of individual 
tastes. According to Variety 
magazine last season was among 
Broadway's most successful , and 
producers and backers are 
unhesitatingly opt imistic about 
the future of this year 's shows. 
Only the season is already in 
trouble. Despite the consider-
able talent and variety available 
on Broadway today the number 
of people attending shows has 
been declining. One does not 
have to look too far for the 
reason why. The producers 
reliance on advertisement in the 
three major New York papers, 
especially the Times, cannot be 
overestimated. People have 
stopped reading about shows, 
and hence, have stopped going 
to see them. 
Stated simply, the theatre in 
New York has lost and is losing a 
large segment of the collegiate 
audience. And it just doesn't 
have to be that way. 
Why aren' t more college 
students attending Broadway 
shows? Apathy does not seem to 
be the answer; interest in shows 
is usually high. My own educated 
guess, based on mor_e than a few 
discussions with fellow students, 
is that there are several widely 
held misconceptions about New 
York in general and Broadway in 
particular. Namely: 
1. It is an inconvenience to 
travel into the city 
2. Tickets cost too much 
3. Tickets are difficult to get 
4. You have to plan ahead. 
These statements are all, I 
believe, erroneous. To begin 
with the first, New York City is 
fantastically accessible to those 
of us who live at Kean College 
and environs. There is only one 
Broadwai, and it's right herel 
Only 45 minutes (or less) away! 
There are thousands of people 
spread across the U.S. who 
would give anything to live this 
close to such an artistic,. and 
cultural center. All we have to do 
is reach out and grab it! Forthose 
that feel that driving is a hassle 
several major bus companies in-
cluding TNJ and Somerset depart 
every half-hour from a wide 
number of central Jersey 
locations. from Kean the cost is 
only $1 .20 ($2.40 round . trip!). 
In the mean time, while 
the New York papers are still on 
strike you can obtain complete 
information about all current 
Broadway shows by calling 212-
986-5872. 
The show is extremely 
polished. Louis Gilbert, James 
Greener, and Dominique 
Weibel, move with grace and 
percision form. It's dazzling to ~ 
watch such all around per-
formers. One could easily play a 
'm' game with Mummenschanz, 
the game of chance. If you're 
willing, take a chance and try to 
catch the performance. 
Thf Strange Passion of Dracula 
by Cathy Crisarulli 
It is the month of October. The 
time for goblins, witches, spooks 
and vampires. And you better 
watch out because " The Passion 
of Dracula" is to satisfy his never-
-ending quest for human blood. 
The word is out that the " Count" 
is back in town. He was last seen 
at the Cherry Lane Theatre, 38· 
Commerce Street, N.Y.C. 
Count Dracula throws a party .. 
every night at his place. It is 
understood, by reliable vampire 
sources, that the Count has lots 
of friends to come visit him at 
Cherry Lane. 
B-E-W-A-R-E the local Trans-
ylvania news station reports " The 
Passion of Dracula" is a chilling 
cool play. It claims to give 
gruesomely appetiting stage 
effects with loss of black dark-
ness, loud shooting, incense, 
thundering, lightening, and fog 
which comes from behind sw-
inging doors on stage. 
The setting is the living room 
of Dr. Sewards home, who also 
runs a sanitar ium. The place is 
England, 1911 . Dr. Sewards' 
neice, Willy, is suffering from 
some unknown disease. The 
symptons are weakness, tired-
ness and spasmodic spells of 
weirdness. 
The cure does not come to 
easily. Professor Van Helsing, 
played by Michael Burg, slowly 
comes to the conclusion it must 
be something supernatural. The 
only person who communicates 
with Professor Van Helsing is 
Renfield, played by Brian Kale, 
who is a patient in .the sanitar-
ium and eats spiders and fl ies to 
gain life sustaini~g blood . 
Count Dracula, played by David 
Combs, is an arrogant, aristocra-
tic neighbor befriended by 
Helga, played by Alice White, 
DAVID COMBS, as the blood-thirsty Count Dncula, desires 
TERESA LINK to be his eternal bride in the world of the undead In "THE 
PASSION OF DRACULA," tMlon,enrunnin1Dracrdoproductio11in 
Botlrtun wlaiclr celebrated its frst IIIUUVff'Sary Tlrurulay, SepimtMr 28. 
whom becomes one of his vic-
tims. The cases of stage deaths 
becomes note worthy. Suave and 
debonair reporter John Harker, 
plilyed by Neal Mandell, is sent 
(Continued on page 11) 
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Gabriel Grabs Audience 
by Fred Raimondi 
Storyteller, musIcIan, and 
showman, Peter Gabriel brought 
his troupe to Kean College's Wil-
kins Theater for the .Performing 
Arts for an evening of unique 
music, visual stimulation, and 
fantasy. 
With the house lights on, Gab-
riel took the stage armed with his 
teddy bear and his portable light 
pack. After singing " Me and My 
Teddy Bear" he explained the 
story behind his light pack, 
following his explanation the 
house went black except for 
Gabriel 's searing light beam. 
While scanning the audience 
with his beam of light, more 
beams of light (which belonged 
to his band members) came from 
the back of the theater and made 
their way to the stage. While all 
this was happening the theater 
was filled with rich synthesizer 
chords to add to this eerie effect. 
After th e band members 
manned their instruments (and 
what a clever way of getting the 
band on stage! ) the stage ex-
ploded in light and sound and 
the audience was hit with a bar-
rage of " On the Air," one of the 
songs from Gabriel 's new album 
entitled " Peter Gabriel " 
(strangely enough the same title 
as his first solo effort.) 
Gabriel and his band per-
formed music from his latest 
album as well as his first solo 
album (as you know Gabriel was 
at one time the lead singer of 
Genesis and split with the group 
to do his solo work) among them 
were " Moribund the Burger-
meister," " Down the Dolce 
Vita," as well as the hits " Modern 
Love" and " Solsbury Hill." From 
his new album he performed 
" Mother of Violence," " D.I. Y.," 
" Perspective," and " White 
Snow." He encored with the 
Dracula's Passion Excels 
(Continued from page 10) 
Genesis song "The Lamb Lies 
Down on Broadway," 
The show itself was a tight ly 
run, creative one. It en-
compassed unique lighting 
effects and a troupe of music-
ians, each one a character in his 
own right. 
One of the characters in Gab-
riel 's troupe was Larry Fast, the 
keyboard electronic music 
wizard who has three solo 
albums {Synegy is the name Fast 
records by) to his credit. 
Before the show, I had a 
lengthy discussion with Fast and 
when questioned about Gabriel 
he said " Peter is great to work 
with and working with him is a 
creative experience which is 
much more rewarding than ses-
sion work." 
He also added " The tour is in 
it's second month and it has been 
just great," he added that there 
will be new Synergy (Larry Fast) 
and Peter Gabriel albums out in 
late spring. 
The show had all the essent-
ials of success, musidmship, pro-
fessionalism and the touch of 
fantasy which only Peter Gabriel 
can call his own. 
by Nancy Crespo 
On October 6th the Spanish 
Cultural and Social Club spon-
sored its first Latin Disco. 
I was astonished! I made my 
entrance about 9:30 p.m. and 
found I didn' t know anybody. 
After three years on campus I 
noticed that the number of His-
panic freshmen has tripled. · 
I also noticed that these 
students didn' t act or look like 
freshmen. It was a mature young 
crowd having a good time. 
A good time indeed! D.J.'s 
Rolando and Ernie played the 
best in Latin and Disco. Everyone 
danced, danced, and danced. 
It was a very enjoyable night. 
By the way, some old familiar 
faces did show up. I had a good 





Girls! Girls! Girls! The Latin 
Sorority would like to express 
their concerns about the lack of 
attendance at their meetings. 
The Sorority had its first meet-
ing about three weeks ago. A few 
girls were present at this meeting 
but not at the others. 
. Magalie Rodriguez has been 
war.king very hard to get this 
group together. She needs 
everyone's help. The Sorority 
cannot work well with 2 or 3 
people. 
It's a shame. There are many 
active and intelligent girls on 
campus. These girls should get 
together. 
Girls, take a good look at the 
Lati_n Fraternity. The " Brothers" 
started working when ' the 
semester began. They are still 
working. They have managed to 
. keep themselves together. 
Any girl i nterested io joining 
the Latin Sorority'could speak to 
Magalie in the Spanish Club of-
fice CC116. 
to report all the facts. Harker falls 
in love with · Willy, played by 
Teresa Linke, and the case 
becomes more involved. 
Jameson, played by Brian Bell, is 
the straight-laced servant who 
doesn't seem to do much 
cleaning. He drinks a lot of tea 
with Dr. Seward and Gordon 
Lord Godalminer. Gordon Lord 
Godalmlner, played by K.C. 
Wilson, Is Helga's secret (before 
her death) lover. 
era is old but the humor is up to 
date. Occasionally one might 
tend to take " The Passion of 
Dracula" seriously. 
The play is feverishly fun and 
goolishly appealing. So if there is 
a full moon and you hear dogs 
howling, B-E-W-A-R-E could be 
right. Count Dracula's back in 
town. Gather your garlic, 
proceed with caution, move with 
care, his next victim could be 
you! Try and attend one of his 
parties, held at his place of 
residence, here on earth, the 
Cherry Lane Theatre. 
Woman Talk Talks On Women 
The play is based on the 
original version of Dracula. The 
The Form Of Furniture 
" by Dawn Shepherd 
An exhibition of original furniture designs is on display in the 
College Gallery in Vaughn-Eames Hall through November ·1. 
The exhibition is a survey of the work of Kean students, alumni, 
and faculty artist-craftsmen of the last thirteen years. It repre-
sents a wide range of design and craft experience-from first-
piece beginner to professional. 
The official title of the show is, " The Form of Furniture: 
Works by Kean Artist-Craftsmen. " The project is the brainchild 
of Martin Stan Buchner, associate professor of fine arts, furni-
ture making. " "-!iany of these pieces include certain challenges 
which we who work in wood-studio communities admit to 
savoring and enjoying: No nails, very few screws, no pigment 
or stain, use of natural defects, exposed joinery, and penetrat-
ing finishes. A few pieces represent our experiments and dis-
coveries with materials other than hardwoods, such as cor-
rugated paperboard, cork, bottom-of-the-line fir and 
plywood." 
There are about 30 pieces in the showchairs, tables, ben-
ches, a swivel-tier table, gear box, stools, mirrors, a bench-
table, desk and more are formed of varied woods and other 
materials. 
The exhibition will be open Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m.; Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.; Thursday, 5 p.m. to 8 . 
p.m., and Saturday, 11 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. 
by Karissa D. Davis 
" Women are the largest health 
consumers; we have twenty-five 
percent more visits to doctors 
than men do - and that's not 
counting taking the kids," stated 
Jean Levitan, a professor who 
spoke last Wednesday at a 
weekly program called·· woman 
Talk. The above statistic was sup-
plemented by the fact that 
females use fifty percent more 
medication than males; this was 
stated as a reason that women 
should know more about their 
bodies. She claimed that women 
in the past would " lay their 
bodies at the doctor's feet," 
blindly trusting his knowledge. 
Ms. Levitan ·mentioned that 
one basic stumbling block for a 
woman's quest for knowledge is 
the fact that about ninetv-three 
percent of physicians are male. 
This makes asking some types of 
questions difficult and uncom-
fortable, and hinders certain 
medical examinations. A prime 
example of this is gynecology 
how can a doctor in this field 
conduct his work without 
" offending" the patient? 
What is the importance of a 
woman's having an understand-
ing of her body? Informed 
content was mentioned as a most 
important advantage; one has to 
know what is going on in order 
to make choices concerning 
operations and medication. If 
Coffeehouse: Mood and Music~ 
by Lynn Richmond Bowers 
After a few hesitant starts the 
second coffeehouse of this se-
mester was off to a smash ing 
start. 
Gary O'Neill , a former special 
educat ion major at Kean led off 
with a diversified set that in-
cluded country rock " South 
Bound" to a rollocking fifties 
number " Wall and Bridges." In a 
style reminiscent of a young Don 
Mclean he offered such rock 
ballads as " Chains of Love" and 
" I Am the Face." All the compo-
sitions were original material 
and as a songwriter, O 'Neill ex-
cels. Jeff Dunbar, a fraternity 
brother of Nu Delta Pi, who des-
cribes himself as a reactional 
guitarist commented, " he's a 
great guitarist and a better than 
average singer. He's even better 
than me. 
Gus Cera, busi ness manager of 
Student Organization was the 
next fea tured artist. An old hand 
at the entertainment business his 
set was composed of soft folk 
and blues . An exceptional guitar 
picker he offered such beauti ful 
classics as Si mon and Garfun-
kel's "The Boxer" and Cat 
Stevens "Moonshadow." A 
special delight was his talented 
rendit ion of several blues 
numbers, " Down and Out 
Blues" an old Bessie White tune 
and " Ain ' t Nobody's Business." 
He ended his performance with 
a lovely Tony Boron / John 
Roberts ballad entitled 
"Coachman." 
Bob Mele, Kean College's ex-
istential philosopher in resi-
dence and eternal gadfly wowed 
the audience with his Elvis 
Presley imitation while Don 
Fare lla provided an enjoyable 
background for the cavorting 
Mele. Another philosophy of-
fican do, Tom Merlo, rendered a 
love ba llad as he accompanied 
himself on p iano. M erlo has 
played at many local benef its and 
is a frequent performer at t he 
coffeehouses. 
Evan M yron, jazz rev iewer for 
the Independent commented on 
some of the evening's other 
highlights. 
- Dennis and Tom " sweet vocal 
harmony that provided many en-
joyable folk d iets" Owen Plot-
kin; " Gutsy b lues punk." The 
ever popular Pia who was called 
back for an encore. " Great voca l · 
quality with her Linda Ron-
stadt/Neil Young numbers." 
Jack Reich was the coffee-
house's piano jazz contribution. 
Evan states "Jackson Browne -
Steely Dan beware Reich is fan-
tastic." 
Sharon Gerald in harmony 
with Susan presented some 
Eagles-like each listening ori-
ginals and Ann Ca mmarata 
charmed the aud ience w ith her 
soft voice and well-played guitar. 
The evening was an unquali-
f ied success and special cred it 
and thanks should be given to 
Dave Meyers who arranged 
these coffeehouses. We are all 
looking forward to the next one. 
the patient is aware of the risks 
and advantages of a procedure, 
she can weigh them to make her 
own decisions. 
The speaker also discussed the 
woman's general role in society, 
and brought out the question of 
how they can or should act. 
Stereotypes were cited as a major 
problem, as proven by a test in 
which people in the mental 
health profession are given an 
adjective check list. They are 
asked to tell which ones describe ' 
a healthy man, which describe a 
healthy woman, and which des-
cribe a healthy adult. The men's 
and adult's list were usually simi-
lar, while the women's lists were 
different. The woman •is finally 
learning, however, that she is just 
as capable as a man is of running 
her own life. 
Many of the medical problems 
and procedures such as birth 
cpntrol and pregnancy were dis-
cussed, sometimes in detail. At 
. the end of the speech., questions 
and comments were en-
couraged from the guests. 
Jean Levitan, a former member 
of the Kean Faculty, has earned 
many health degrees, and is wor-
king for her doctorate in Health 
Education at New Yorli: Univer-
sity. She now teaches at William 
Patterson College. 
Woman Talk is a weekly 
program presented lt noon at 
Kean College. 
All Nations Dance 
by Pauline Sedares 
The All-Nations Dance Com-
pany, spirited an audience of a 
few hundred students and senior 
citizens, on Thursday Oct. 5, at 
Downs Hall, by presenting 
dances from many colorful 
. lands, yet scooting in and out of 
the U.S.A. to the beat of the 
Charleston and Sweet Georgia 
Brown. 
Native costumes set a festive 
mood for the country that each 
dance represented. The beauty 
and authenticity of the costumes 
along with the skilled and coor-
dinated movements of the 
dancers, turned a bare stage into 
a tropical island, a seeth ing 
jungle, a street carnival, a 
caravan, or a king's palace. 
Stories were flirtatiously told 
in dance movements and facial 
expressions, introducing some 
knowledge of native customs to 
an attentive audience who re-
sponded with an electrifying 
round of applause after each 
dance. The company of dancers 
leaped, twirled, slinked, shook, 
glided, and tapped with a hint of 
the vaudeville circuit days and a 
bit of the Hustle. . 
With so much a~tivity in 
dance, the crescendo and finale 
stimulated over half of the 
audience causing them to stay 
and participate in the dance les-
sons taught by The All -Nation 
Company. 
Pattern·s, In Poetry 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Eliza-
beth Barret Browning and Emily 
Dickinson are names recogniz-
able to English students and 
lovers of poetry. Three different 
WOMAN , all expressing 
themselves with the same 
medium - poetry -are becom-
ing the subject of WOMAN 
TALK on Wednesday, October 
25. . 
Jean Canning, the charming 
vivacious woman who will create 
these WOMEN through her 
interpretation of their poetry, 
has the credentials, the experi-
ence and the desire to share her 
interest in poetry as an art form. 
She earned her B.A. at Nor-
thwestern University in Evans-
ton, Ill inois. To that B.A. she 
added a minor in Oral In ter-
pretat ion and educat ion courses, 
believing that real understa nd-
ing of words grows out of usi ng 
them. 
M s. Canning did her practice 
teaching in the Evanston 
Township Senior High School. As 
an educator, and she is the chair-
person of the English Depart-
ment of the Summit Junior High 
School, she knows the value of 
education from both sides of the 
desk - as a secondary English 
teacher, as a teacher of Public 
Speaking for the Summit Area 
Adult School and as a student -
she completed her Master's 
Degree at Seton Hall and then 
added a Supervisory Degree in 
Education. 
And all of this does not convey 
the warmth, the bubbling per-
sonali ty, the genius wi th which 
she involves her audience in the 
experience - to partici pate in 
these, join us at WOMAN TALK. 
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INDEPENDENT 
CCB Film Presents 
The Sunday Night Movies 
featuring 
Smokey a_nd the Bandit 
Starring 
Burt Reynolds • Sally Field 
Jerry Reed • Jackie Gleason 
Oct. 22 at 7:30 
in the TPA 
25¢ Admission 
Thursclily, October 19, 1978 
12:15 p.m. 
5:00-11 :00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 






Saturday, October 21, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
























Sloan Lounge College Center · 
Hours posted on door 
Co-Curricular Program Board presents : 
" Maldoror" Free 
IFSC Tea 
Third World Movement Gospel Choir 
Entry Deadline for Three Player Basketball 
Intramural - Recreations Sports 
Student Teaching Conference 
Political Science Club 
Student Council Meeting 
Evening Student Council Meeting 
Kean College Concert Series presents : 
Galina Vishnevskaya, soprano 
Tickets $6 and $5 
Hi Psi Phi Disco 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Mass 
CCB Film: " Smokey & The Bandit" 25¢ admission 
Latin American Exhibit 
CIAO " The Italian Club" 
Continuing Education 
Ecteract Club 






Mtg Rm B 











Mtg Rm A 
Lunchtime Theatre 49¢ admission Little Theatre 
Latin American Exhibit Front Lge· 
Christian Prayer Dougall Hall 3rd fl 
PROUD Meeting Browsi ng Rm 
EEO Office T115 
IFSC W207 
Latin sorority W200 
IVCF 1101 
Education Curriculum Committee H122 
Circle K Club 1143 ,, 





3:00- 5:00 p.m. 











W~y~ October 25; 1971 ,t 
12:30 p.m. · 
All Day .· ... 
12:00 noon , · · · · · 
3 & 8 p.m. , · • • y. • 
6:0D-8:00 p.m. 
8:00 P•n;'· '. 
Assoc. for Computing Machinery CSW111 
Jewish Student Union W300 
FASA VE112 
Council for Exceptional Children J137 
lnt'I Student Association J102 
Pre Law Club J103 
Outing Club J130 
EEO Counseling J131 
EEO W400 
EEO Graduate Assistant W202A 
Biology B109 
Self Awareness EEO W201B 
Org. Mtg. for Three Player Basketball lntr. D125 
Latin Fraternity _ W201B 
Council for Exceptional Children T210 
Nu Sigma Phi W209 
Nu Sigma Tau W402B 
Delta Sigma Pi W413 
Sigma Kappa Phi J136 
Nu Delta Pi )141 
Omega Sigma Psi )142 
Sigma Beta Tau )143 
Nu Theta Chi J144 
Circle K Club 8122• , .,.., .,.. 
Sigma Tht;!ta Chi 8208A 
Lambda Chi Rho 82248 
Zeta Delta Pi. T212. · 
Alpha Theta Pi VE207 
Sigma Beta Chi VE211 
Rho Theta Tali . VE311 
All College Party . Col. Cafe 
T o_wnsend Lect-ure presents:' Loch N·ess Monster ..: free J100 
Lur:ie::htime,The~t~e 49¢ admission 
Latin American_ Exhi bj_t1 
Woman Talk ·• ·• 
.SI A film! ' '. African Queen" fr!!e . - .- · , ' 
Hotline Training 
Townsend Lecture presents: Bruno Bettleheim 
"The ·uses of Ench.ntment" 
· Little .Theatre 
Front Lge . • 
' . Alumni Lge 
Litt~e Th_t!atre ; . 
Alumni Lge 
DR II & Ill 
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Entertainment 
Student Activities Presents 
The Wednesday Movie 
featuring 
African Queen 
Oct. 25 at 3 & 8 p.m. 
in the Little Theatre 
.FREE 
"Pippin," Broadway's award winning musical set 
in the. time of Charlemagne and the holy Roman 
Empire, is coming to Kean, November 10th, 11th, 
16th, 17th and 18th. 
WKCU, Kean Cotlege's 
Radio Station presents 
"Classical Gems" featuring a 
different composer each 
week. Tune in each Wednes-
day at 5 p.m. for "'Classical 
Gems." 
THE MANY ADVENTURES 
OF WINNIE THE POOH 
P.--at...iby 
The Alumni Al8Gciation 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1978, 2 p.m. 
WILKINS THEATER 
GENERAL ADMISSION 50¢ 
Tickete available •t the dOOI'. 
EveryODe is welcome! 
WKCU, Kean College 
_Radio, presents "Round-
up," a new and diversified 
program featuring News, 
Sports, Campus Happen-
ings, Goings On in the Music 
World and more . . . Tune in 




o The Next Coffeehouse At Kean: 
· Midnig t' Cafe Coffeehouse featuring Mike Bar-
ton, Pja Rossilli, Bob Mele, Tom Merlo, Gus 
Cero, J'oe Cherepon, Dennis and Tom, Dean 
Senaca, Sue and Sharon, Bob Griffin, Gary 
O'Neil, ''.Jim plus many more friends. Thursday, 
October 26 at 8:30 in Sloan Lounge. Anyone inter-
ested in performing visit CC-112 and sign up. .. 
Club Happenings 
ATTENTION! 
·Everybody who wears shoes! 
SCA TE the Student Committee for 
Advancement through Education is 






D'Angola Gym ,1 
D-127 
S.C.A.T.E. 
The Student Committee for 
Advancement through 
Education will hold a 
general meeting Tuesday, 
October 24, 1978 at 1:40 -
College Free Hour in Sloan 
Lounge - important topics, 
and upcoming events will be 
discussed. Please attend. 
FASA 
(Fine Art Student 
Association) 
is sponsoring a Halloween Mtric or 
treat" all candy collected will be 
donated to the childrens' ward of a 
local hospital. All students are 
welcome to participate. For further 
information. Please contact F ASA 
in Room 433 of Vaughn-Eames. 
AMERICAN MARKETING 
ASSOCIATION 
The American Marketing Associa-
tion held its first meeting of the Fall 78 
semester last Wednesday. October 4. 
New officers were elected during the 
meeting for the present school year. The 
new officers are: Raymond Landolfi, 
President; James Bongiovanni and 
Eileen Osborne, Vice Presidents : Barb 
Keefe, Secretary; Gary DeGeso. 
Treasurer. 
Meetings for the AMA will be held the 
first Wednesday of each month in room 
J301 at 3:00. Anyone interested in join-
ing the AMA are welcome to attend the 
meetings. The next meeting is scheduled 




Key with metal clip holder. Come to 
the fnde1Nndent to claim. 
LOST 
On Friday, Oct. 13 an Exa 1-A 35 
· mm camera was lost in the vicinity 
of the Little Theatre. If you have 
any information please call 2745. 
Reward. 
All your .Halloween Supplles: 
Masks, 'Wi1s, Hats, Props and 
Professional Make-up. Leis11re Arts 
Center, Echo Plaza Shoppin1 
Center, llt. 22, Sprinlfield, N.J. 
376-7317. Sit JU,- past Cbaonel 
Lumber. Art Supplies Discollllted. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn extra moMy. Weeken4 fac-
tory work available, 8 how sllifts. 
Decoraton Plastic, Inc., 865 W. 
Gran St,, Eiiz. Tel: 219-2300. 
Cosmetic. Beauty Advisor to apply 
and seli cosmetics. Cosmetic ex-
perience or sellin1 helpful but will 
train ript candidate. - Part-time; 
one weekday, one evenin1, possible 
Saturday. Call 92~44. 
Cinema 5 - Student, Faculty 
Discount cards are available in 







from Fri. 8 p.m. ov. 20 
to Sat. 11 a.m. Nov. 21 
Everyone is welcome 
Stay as long as you like 
Donation: $1 
Don't miss out on the fun 
Place: 
D'Angola Gym 
Dr. John J. Monahan of the 
Roche Institute of Molecular 
Biology will present a seminar, 
"New Experimental Techni-
ques for Clonin& DNA," at 1:40 
p.m. on October 24 In room I 09 
of Bruce Hall. 
'-4 
October 19, 1978 
ATTENTION 
Applications for Freshman 
Council Representatives are due 
tomorrow, October 20th 
at 4:00 p.m. 
Mandatory meeting of all candidates 
will take place4 tomorrow 
at 4:30 p·.m. 
SPRING 1979 SEMESTER 
Advance Registratfon Material Dist_ribution 
Advance Registration for Spring 1979 will take place between October 31 
· and 1):00 noon on November 10, 1978. Registration will be open to all 
matriculated and non-matriculated students who have attended Kean 
College of New Jersey in the Spring of 1978, or, Summer 1978, or, Fall 1978. 
Advance Registration material will be distributed as follows : 
TOWNSEND HALL LOBBY 
Oct. 31, Nov. I, 2 11 :00 a.m .-7:30 p.m. 
After November 2, Advance Registration material may be picked up in 
the Registrar's Office during regular office hours (8:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m.) 
EVENING OFFICE - JI06 
Oct. 31 , Nov. 1.2,6,7,8,9 
Sat., Nov. 4 
3:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. 
8:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION 
12 NOON, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10. 
Fall 1978 Career Workshop Schedule 
Wednesdays 
1:40 - Job Hunr Process Worbbop -~ of Career Plannln• and 
Placement 
Seniors, arc you looking for a job when you graduate'? \f so, this work.-
shop provides you with hints, information, and strategies to effectively aid 
you in your job hunt. Newspaper ads, private employment agencies , and 
resume mailings are not always the answer! This workshop will tell you 
about some non-traditional ways to look for a job. 
3:00 - Interviewing Techniques Workshop - Office of Career Planning and 
Placement 
Taking a job interview is perhaps the most important aspect of getting a 
job. Learn how to prepare for the company or school interview so that any 
employer will be impressed. Preparing properly for an interview is a job in 
itself! 
T hursdays 
12:15-4:30 - Placement Credential Workshop - Office of Career Planning 
and Placement 
Designed to aid seniors, especially Education Majors, in putting together 
their own placement credentials. We supply the necessary materials, (career 
instruction booklet , sample resumes, cover letter, reference forms , school 
district addresses, etc.) information and guidance so that you can create a 
professional as well as impressive placement dossier. 
PLEASE NOTE: Students have to attend each workshop only once enn 
though all workshops are offered once a week during the entire semester! 
6:00 - Career Development Workshop - Office of Career Plannln1 and 
Placement 
(Seven week workshop beginning October 5, 1978) 
Undecided about a major, career, or job? This workshop will try to give 
you timely and helpful information related to career planning. Seven topics 
are coveredd over a seven week period. Hopefully, when completed, you 




Rin ' g. 
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER25 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26 
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. · 
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
RING COMPANY: JOSTEN'S 
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Squires Explode, Routing Fairleigh Dickinson 
by Frank Whalen 
An inspired Kean College 
football team, which had been 
limited to just 13 points in its last 
three games, exploded for 17 
points in the 1st quarter and 
added a TD in the 3rd quarter to 
rout Farleigh Dickinson 24-6 at 
Williams Field Saturday night. 
" This is the inspiration we have 
been looking for," said coach 
Murphy afterwards in a happy 
i<ean locker room. " We es-
tablished great field position and 
set the tempo for the game." 
Coach Murphy, also, expressed 
happiness over Gary Barnes 
return to the lineup, who had 
been sidelined the last couple of 
games with a finger injury. · 
Barnes was the chief con-
tributor to the Kean cause. He 
rushed for 136 yards on 12 car-
ries, scored two TD's, which gave 
him the team lead with 4. 
Kean began their assault with a 
61 yard, 8 play drive that resulted 
in the first of Gary Barnes' TD's. 
Kean got back-to-back 1st downs 
with RB Valeriani running the 
first and Barnes the second, ad-
vancing the ball to the FDU 37. 
After another 1st down Barnes 
scored from the 5 to give Kean an 
early 7-0 lead. 
with 6:12 left in the 1st quarter, 
an estatic Kean bench was anti-
cipating their 2nd victory. 
When Kean couldn't bring the 
ball in for a TD they relied on the 
leg of kicker Dan Deneher, 
whose 49 yard FG extended 
Kean 's lead to 17-0. 
In the 2nd quarter a shell-
shocked FDU team finally got on 
the score board. After Frank 
Travisano thwarted a FDU drive 
Photo by Joe Leatherwood, Jr. 
with an interception deep in 
Kean territory, the FDU defense 
held Kean in the shadows of their 
own goal post. 
Then punter Buoni shanked a 
punt off his foot for an 18 yard 
punt, the ball landing on the 
Kean 22. After a 6 yard run by 
Braxton, the Kean defense was 
penalized for being off-sides, 
giving FDU a 1st down on the 
Kean 11. On the ensuing play RB 
Gene Dul swept off left tackle for 
FDU's only score. The extra point 
was missed, keeping the score at 
17-6. 
In the 2nd half Kean got on the 
score board with 4:57 left in the 
3rd quarter. , Kean's DB Scott 
fielded a FDU punt on his own 35 
and raced 65 yards for a TD with 
fine open field running, making 
the score 24-6. 
In the 4th quarter coach Mur-
phy cleared his bench, allowing 
many new faces to play. Kean 
controlled the line of scrim-
mage and moved the ball well in 
the 4th quarter like they did most 
of the game. 
They had several scoring 
threats but some sloppy play and 
turnovers prevented them from 
scoring. Coach Murphy said, 
though, he expected some mis-
takes from his substitutes until 
they get their timing down. 
The very next offensive series 
Kean had, QB Jim Handy pit-
ched-out to Gary Barnes, who 
promptly threaded and eluded 
the FDU defense for an artistic64 
64 yard TD, and with a 14-0 lead 
Squire teammates ruled the field in Saturday night's g.ime .against Falrlelgh Dickinson. 
Next week the " Squires" travel 
to Jersey City in a bid to even 
their record at 3-3. 
Boaters Lose Then Win 
8 Y Debbie Stumm 
KeanCollege faced their first 
loss on Wednesday, October 
11th against Montclair State with 
a score of 2-1. The only goal 
scored for Kean was by Al Chec-
chio who eventually was throan 
out of the game for being the 
best player and scoring a goal. 
Checchio's goal was assisted by 
Joe Petrucelli. Kean played a 
good aggressive game, they had 
eight shots on the goal, but only 
scored once. Goalie Gerald Gilli-
kin was very good, he saved 4 
goals, and Ron Arnold saved 
one. Kean had 7 goal kicks com-
pared to Montclair's 4. There 
were more fouls called against 
Kean than Montclair,and Mont-
clair was always given the upper 
hand. Montclair's 2 goals were 
scored in the first half by Paul 
Liddy. 
The biggest problem the Kean 
Squires had was playing against 
13 players, 11 Montclair team 
members and the two referees. 
Squirettes Impressive 
Midway through the season, The only other senior, Sue Bar-
the women's volleyball record ton is a "very flexible player who. 
stands at three wins and nine gets impressive extension on 
losses. A few of the losses were at spikes" quotes the Coach Mary . 
the hands of some very impres- Hanycz. 
sive teams such as Princeton, Ellen Reiner from Nutley, the 
Rutgers and Hofstra. The wins only junior, is 50 far the "most 
also were impressive for the improved player" according to 
Squires as they defeated Stony- Coach Hanycz and the most con-
brook, Upsala and Seton Hall. sistent server. 
This year's team consists of all 
The referees made it obvious 
that they were against Kean, 
when they red carded two of our 
team members which caused 
them to be thrown out of the 
game. Yet no one of Montclair's 
team was red carded, but to make 
things look good they did yellow 
card 3 of Montclair's players. 
Kean player's can be a strong 
team when they remember to 
pass to one another, and not just 
keep the ball to themselves. If 
they start to play this way again, 
there is no way any team could 
beat them, and they would defi-
nitely make it to the Conference 
Championships. 
With the amount of students in 
this school, Soccer team 
deserves a great turnout. If the 
team has a lot more support, it 
will help their team's moral. 
On Saturday, the team 
traveled . to Newark Rutgers. 
They came home with a hard-
. earned 4-2 victory. Their record 
now stands at 6-1. · 
independenl 
SPORTS 
This Week In Sports 
Football (Vanity) 
Friday . .... ..... ............ Jersey City State (A) 8:00 p.m. 
Football Ounlor Vanity) 
Monday . . .. .... .. . .... .. ... Wagner College (A' 3:30 p.m. 
Soccer(Vanlty) ~ 
Saturday ... ..... .. . ......... Jersey City State (A) 11 1 :00 a.m. 
Monday ... . .. ....... ...... . ... ... . . Rutgers (VLJ:00 p.m. 
Soccer Ounlor Vanity) 
Monday ... .. .... ... . ... ....... ... . Campbell (h)"J:30 p.m. 
• Tennis 
Fri., Sat., Sun . .... . . .. . . ; .. . N.J.A.I.A.W. Championships (A) 
Tuesday ..................... Upsala College (H) 3:30 p.m. 
Volleyball (Vanity) 
Saturday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FDU-Madison (A) 1 :00 p.m. 
Monday ...................... Kings College (H) 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday ........... . .. ..... .. .. ... LaSalle (A) 7:00 p.m. 
Field Hockey (Vanity) 
Saturday ...................... Yale University (A) 1 :00 p.m. 
Tuesday .................... Queens College (H) J~•s p.m. 
new players except for one, Sophomore Patti Gilm.trtin · 
senior Mary Sue Nevins of from Staten leland, is an asset . 
Elizabeth. Mary Sue is the with her good s~rvice recep-
quarterback of the squad setting tions. She is tall and utilizes her 
:.Skaters. Set to Defend Title 
: a fine example for the less ex- height well. · : 
· perienced players. (Continued on page 16) The Kean College Hockey 
------------------------- ··. team will be defending their title 
Women's latketball 
Tryouts begin October 24, 5:00 p.m. in the Main Gym. You 
must have a physical before trying out. For further information 
call S27-2435. 
The flag football regular season began Sunday, October 15. If 
you love football , watch the exciting games every Sunday 
10:00-3:00 p.m. at Vaughan Eames Field. Team standings will 
appear in the Intramural articles. . . . 
The deadline for entry into the Intramural Sports program 
are: Three player basketball, October 20th; Volleyball (mens, 
women, Co-Rec), November 3rd. You can sign up in D-114 
D' Angola Gymnasium. 
Women 's Swim Team practice begins Monday, October 23rd at 
3:30 in the pool. Get a physical from Health Services first! Call 
527-2435 for further information. 
CORRECTION 
In the article, Pierman, Ballina Lead WPC by Kean, it was er-
roneously reported that second string quarterback Davis 
replaced Handy. Davis did not even play in the game, Chris 
Casey replaced Handy. It was Casey that advanced the ball to 
the WPC 40 before the drive failed . The Independent regre~s 
this error. 
of Eastern Division champions of 
the Metropolitan Collegiate 
Hockey Conference when they 
open against N.J.I.T. on Sunday 
evening, Oct. 29th at 9 P .M. at 
the Branch Brook Ice Center in 
Newark. 
The Squires, who finished with 
· an impressive record of 16-5-2 
last year, will be facing the 
toughest schedule in the East this 
year. Their twenty five game 
schedule puts the defending 
champs against top hockey 
teams such as Upsala, St. John's, · 
Rutgers, Wagner, Columbia, 
Fordham, FDU, Ramapo, and a 
big game on January 12th against 
powerful Penn State. 
Coach Tom O 'Donnell is quite 
confident his fighting Squires 
will repeat as champions even 
though the schedule seems one 
sided. 'We were not supposed 
to win the past two years, let 
alone a division championship, 
and we have the dedication to 
repeat again this year," states 
O'Donnell. One of the toughest 
tasks O'Donnell faces is to utilize 
a squad that consists of sixteen 
freshmen. But he feels that new-
comers such as M(~e Cloogher, 
Bob McCardle, ah~ John Morris 
will add to the team's explosive 
stars such as Captain Mike Griffin 
(14 goals 21 assists). 
John Lang (16 goals 18 assists), 
Dan Gmbardella (19 goals, 22 as-
sists), and John Primavera (13 
goals, 17 assists). Coach 
O 'Donnell also feels a healthy Ed 
Deresky .and Dan Celiano will 
add strength to . the team that is 
essential. "Deresky and Celiano 
.are capable of scoring 30 goals 
for us this year," states 
O'Donnell. The Squires will be 
looking to Sophomore Lou Nyit-
ray for goaltending duties, 
although Freshman Hunt Patter-
son has been quite impressive in 
goal. Other returnies who have 
been quite impressive include 
the hard hitting defensive duo of 
Ed Cooney and Bobby Gui-
moraes, and Forwards Mitch 
Edwards and Rob RQhlander. 
Freshmen Sandy ' Gramauolo 
arid Mark Pica will be used to fill 
in, the final defensive positions 
tiy Coach O'Donnell, while 
Steve Natalewicz, Rob Fletcher, 
11()b Ciano, Chad .Reiber, Ken 
J ieslak and Roger Ottes will be 
,fighting for forward position•. 
As far as prediction$ for t~is 
years team, it 's hard to -go against 
them. The past two seasons this 
team has come up with 32 wins, 
made the playoffs each year, and 
a championship. However they 
do it, look for the Kean College 
Hockey team to re~at as Divi-
sion Champions and maybe even 






5. John Jay 
6. Stony Brook 
7. N.J.I .T. 
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Room For Gaming 
by Linda Wacker 
Looking for something to do in your spare time? Why 
not stop by the Kean College Game Room located in . 
Dougall Hall. 
Kevin Kriegman one of the 
employees stated that all 
students must have a college I.D. 
and a two dollar refundable 
deposit in order to use the game 
room equipment. This equip-
ment consists of poll sticks, pool 
balls, paddles, and ping pong 
balls. The two dollars will cover 
for anything broken or that 
which is not returned. If any 
student does not have their I.D. 
ca rd, a driver's license will be 
sufficient . 
In the past the game room was 
never so enjoyable fo r the 
students. During the summer as 
you may or may not know the 
Housing Authority has added 
various pinball machines, pool 
tables, electrical games and ven-
ding machines. The only game 
that requires money is the pin-
ball machines and they are only a 
quarter. They have also added 
new light fixtures to making 
playing easier at night. Just a few 
years ago with o nly the one or 
two li ghts above the pool tables 
it was almost like playi ng in the 
dark. 
One thing that the game room 
employees do ask though, is that 
the students who utilize the new 
game room follow all the rules. 
Although at times these rules 
may seem unnecessary and un-
called for, they are only enforced 
to maintain the game room and 
for the protection of the 
students. for example these 
rules range from cleaning up and 
throwing out empty soda cans -to 
keeping the rough stuff outside. 
Any student interested will 
find the game room open Mon. 
through Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
and Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. The Hous-
ing Authority. is also in the 
process of extending the hours 
to Saturday. The game room will 
be closed on Sunday. 
So if you want some fun , get a 
par_tner and have yourself a game 
or two. 
INDEPENDENT 
Photo by Ralph ~bbai°;; 
Student shoots pool in refurbished game room. 
From Here ... 
(Continued from page 3) 
you are the one to whom th is is 
directed. 
It is most important that you · 
keep the following th ings in 
mind when filling out a service 
order as they are going to be the 
deciding factors for your car's 
performance. Since you will un-
- ~ _- r.:.~ '-:--· To There 
Freshman Class Winners 
doubtedly have your snow tires 
mounted, have your brakes 
checked at the same time. The 
wheels will be off anyway so it's 
not going to be any great stra in. 
Next, have your front end lubri-
cated along with .an oil change 
because you will not think about 
it again until spring, and by then 
all sorts of things are on people's 
minds. Make su re that when 
your anti-freeze is checked, 
(notice, checked not changed 
necessarily,) · make sure that a 
pressure check is done on your 
cooling system. Belts, not the 
things that help cover your un-
mentionables, but those things 
that give the juice you need for 
those cold starts discussed 
earlier. It is also important to 
keep in mind t hat a tune-up, 
although maybe not a major one, 
should be an important con-
siderat ion as your battery wil l be 
working hard enough with the 
cold w ithout having to worry 
about the spark department lay-
ing down on the job. Points need 
to be checked, plugs regapped, 
rotors and caps rematched, and 
that all important member of the 
curburator team, the choke. 
Depending on your type, it may 
or may not require adjustment, 
but it 's worth checking in to, 
Outside of what I've dis-
cussed above, the only other 
things that I can th ink of to men-
tion are that you should carry a 
decent set of cables, flares don't 
hurt, having a set of hoses and an 
alternator belt in the trunk can't 
be of any loss. The most import-
ant thing to remember is that 
when you park your chariot for 
whatever the length of ti me may 
be, the only th ing that it has to 
snuggle up to on those cold and 
lonely nights, is the memories of 
what you did or didn't do for it. 




Hoping you get there 
Andy 
Leadership 
(Continued from page 11) 
funded groups, which is very im-
portant. " 
•· because it plays an all important 
role in the first one of the day, 
start that is. Photo by Ralph ~bbate 
Student Org. Vice-President Valerie Allen (left) congratulates elected Freshman offlcen. 
Approx imately 90 students . 
signed up for the Leadership 
Conference and t he f irst 75 of 
them will go. Last year 40 
students went to Thunder 
Mountain and, due to last year's 
success, more students will 
attend this one. Tom O 'Donnell 
feels this year will also be a suc-
cess because al l of the staff 
attending and organizing the 
conference are people who 
really care and who are 
dedicated . 
Wrestlers Start To Train 
This season wrestlers will be 
involved with two team ap-
proaches. One is the regular 
organized work outs, and the 
other involving the training staff 
under Mike Sittler. The idea of 
the later is to help guide wres-
tlers and coaches to ach ieve 
maximum performance. Avoid-
ing drastic cuts in weight and to 
help wrestlers stay healthy and at 
peak performance. 
Coach Ern ie Summers is in his 
4th season as Coach. Ernie has 
brought a cl ub sport into the 
intercollegiate ranks, sporti ng 
one of the highest percentages 
of wins in team sports at Kean. 
Coach Summers was voted 
Division Ill Coach of the Year in 
1977-1978. 
With all of last years letter · 
winners returning led by Cap-
tains Al Chicalese and Ron Mur-
phy and the addition of new As-
sistant Coach Stu Horowitz, Kean 
will be a power to contend with 
their Di v i sion Ill Na t 
Prominence. 
Coach Horowitz comes in with 
over 15 years of wrestling ex-
perience, sporting over 200 wins 
· to 12 losses. Horowitz has wres-
tled in National Tournaments ac-
ross the country as well as World 
Class Competition. Coach 
Summers is enthused over th is 
new addition to the team. 
Kean will open thei r season 
December 2, in a tri-match at 
home against N. Y.U. and 
Brooklyn College. Any persons 
who w ish to be part of the Kean 
Wrestling Team as wrestlers or 
Managers contact Coach 
Summers or Horowiu at the 
Athletic Department. 
Squirettes Impressive 
(Continued from page 15) 
Captain Karen Molchan has 
developed into " a good team 
leader who is improvi ng at a 
steady pace" quotes Coach 
Hanycz. The four freshmen 
have been very big assets to the 
team. Carol Cubberly is the 
team's best hitter having 20 
spikes with 5 kills against LaSalle 
and 24 spikes with 9 kills against 
Upsala. These are great percent-
ages, especially for a freshman. 
Patti Rouosny has been im-
pressive w ith her serving, servi ng 
25 suc3cessful serves wi th 2 aces 
against Seton Hall. 
Cathy Brechka is one of the 
most versatile members of the 
squad being capable of fi lling 
any position at any time. Cathy 
has been helpful from the bench 
as well as start ing. Efsy 
M iliot is from Roselle Park is an 
ath lete with much potential who 
is im3proving steadily and ron-
tribut ing her share to the team. 
On the whole, Coach Hanycz 
is " very pleased with the women 
and the teams record ctnsider-
ing the short time they've been 
together. She feels the team is 
coming alo g very wel I after some 
ear ly season frustrat ions." 
Upcoming matches includeg; 
William Paterson , Queen s 
College, Kings College, Glass-
boro and LaSalle. 
Waterman Apologetic 
(Continued from page 1) 
think my intent was good and 
necessary." He added, "I 
thought I had the proper per-
mission to make the decision, 
but if I did not have the proper 
authority, I regret the decision." 
Mr. Waterman ended by saying 
" our intent is not to cause 
problems, obviously we want to 
solve problems." 
Ray Parente related that the 
executive board has the power 
to freeze funds. But in the future 
if any spending disagreements 
with the athletic department 
crop up " we would go to the ath-
letic board and try to settle it 
there." Gus Garcia did not, 
however, rule out the possibi lity 
of freezing funds . He stated " we 
cannot let our revenue be given 
out without our consent. " 
All College Party 
Featuring Music 
By Friends 
Wear Costumes If You Want Toi 
FREE BEER 
ollege I.D. Requ ired 
Tuesday, October 24 - 8:30 til l 
$1.00 Admission . 
Entertainment provided by: Creative Talent Associate, Inc., New Rochelle, New York 10802, 
(914) 576-1100 
